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Gov. Thomson acts to strip Trustees' power
By Mike Kelly
In what some political observers are calling "a grandstand
play,'' Gov. Meldrim Thomson
yesterday announced plans to introduce a bill into the state
legislature stripping the University of New Hampshire's Board of
Trustees of the power to raise
tuition.

Gov. Meldrim Thomson

The bill womd be similar to one
submitted last March at Thomson's request which was defeated
in the House Education Committee by a vote of 12 to 1.
According to Buddy Jenkins,
the governor's press secretary,
Thomson believes the trustees
"have not for years made a sincere effort to hold down
escalating and unnecessary rises
in tuition. "
Jenkins added that Thomson
was "critical of Chairman (of the
Board of 'liu;teffi) Richard Morse.''
The proposed tuition hike, said
Jenkins, is " exactly the kind of
thing that the governor expected
when Morse was made chair- .
man."
In response, Morse said the the
tuition increased proposed by the
Board's Finance Committee for
both in-state arid out-of-state
students was necessary to meet
continued inflation. Morse said
that he would personally be opposed to the governor's proposal.
Both UNH President Eugene .
Mills and Bruce Poulton, Chancellor of the University System,
strongly defended the trustees'
decision to raise tuition , saying
that they had struggled for years
to keep in-state tuition at the
same level that it was in 1971.

"The board has held tuition at
its 1971 level in the face of approximately a 50 per cent increase in the Consumer Price Index in the iast seven years. This
is an extremely careful and
prudent board,'' said Mills.
Poulton, who like Mills and
other trustees, expressed surprise at Thomson's action, said
~. ~~

President Eugene Mills

-----.

·he was opposed to tne idea. tte on the University, said he dOllOted
maintained that the trustees have that a bill such as Thomson has
done their best to keep tuition : mggested would be passed by the
levels down, in spite of continued . -ltate House of Representatives.
inflation and a chronic lack of
"I frankly predict that if the
financial support from the state.
bill ever makes it to the House, it
"It takes dollars to run the will
be
overwhelmingly
University," said Poulton. "And defeated," said Lessard. He adthe state legislature did not appropriate any more money for an
operating budget for next year.
There are no state dollars coming
in .. .There is no alternative to a
tuition increase,'' he said.
State Representative Leo
Lessard, <D-Dover ) also placed
the blame for the University's
financial difficulties with the
state. Lessard strongly attacked
the governor's announcement,
calling it " an obvious political
ploy to give Thomson an ideal
campaign issue. "
"The problem is not the Boaru
of Trustees. The problem is that
. the state of New Hampshire is not
bearing its financial responsibilities," said. Lessard. "The
concept that the legislative body
knows more than the board about
financial matters at the university is absurd. "
Lessard, a ranking Democrat
on the New Hampshire House
Education Committee, and
chairman of the. Subcornmittee
Chancellor Bruce Poulton

Task Force unveils
new governance plan

.'

By.Michael Minigan
A · 22-member Board of Director:) that would replace the

New Hampshire Representative Norman D'Amours (left) chats with students at an informal coffee hour at UNH last Friday.
Among those conferring with D' Amours
is Students for the University Director Jim Kaklamanos (second left). (Art Illman photo)

Warns Carter Administration

D'Amours typical of new breed
By Matt Vita
The new breed in Washington.
Much has been written recently
about these young bulls who vote
by issue and not by party affiliation; members of Congress
who in their youthful vigor have
campaigned for reform and
made the seniority system in the
House and Senate somewhat obsolete.
New Hampshire 's Norm

D'Amours came to Durham
Friday, and his statements show
that he, too, in his third year as a
member of the House of
Representatives, feels unencumbered by the way things have
been done in Washington in the
past.
D'Amours, who said he has had
little contact with President Carter, said that Carter may have
alienated eno_u gh Democratic

memoers · of Congress to
seriously damage his chances for
reelection in 1980.
"There are an awful lot of
people who have axes to grind,"
said the 40-year-old Manchester
Democrat. "Carter has been insensitive and unresponsive. His·
staff has been amateurish.
" He's in a lot of tr~uble,_"
P'AMOURS, page 9

Student Caucus is one portion of
the proposed new Student Goverment format.
Caucus Chairman Wayne
Ferguson unveiled the proposal
before the Caucus at its meeting
Sunday night.
The proposed Board of Directors wi11 be elected by th~ stmlP.nt
body and will -include 10 resident
students,, 'lo commuters and one
member from a fraternity and
sorority, Ferguson said.
The board will serve under a
chairman, who will be aooo.Jnted
by the student body presinPnt,
according to Ferguson.
''The student body president
and a vice-president will run as a
ticket under the new system," he
said.
The proposal, which is the
product of the President's Task
Force on Student Governance,
will be instituted only after it is
approved by Student Body
President Peter Tandy and Administration Vice President for
Student Affairs Richard Stevens,
and finally by University
President Eugene Mills.
The Task Force has been
studying the student governance
situation since last spring when
Mills disbanded the unicameral
senate and installed the current
Academic Senate.
The Student
. .
.

Wayne Ferguson
Caucus fias acted as an mtenm
student senate.
Ferguson said the Board of
Directors is only one part of the
entire system.
The 22-member board will have
jurisdiction over the Student Activity Tax groups ' budgets, the
Student Government Programmmg Pund, legal and health services, financial aid and students
rule_s and regulations, Ferguson
TASK FORCE, page 5

- - - INSIDE
Long
This is Professor Da- .,
vid Long of the History Department. Those
who know him realize
he's an entertainer as
well as a fine teacher.
For a look at the man,
seepage4. _

Police
The Bermuda Police
showed off their silver
vocal chords and sunny smiles to an enthusiastic UNH audience last night. For
the review, see page
15.

Gymnastics
The UNH gymnastics
team finished 15th in
the nation in Se~ttle,
but freshman sensation Denise Walker
says she will not be
back next year. See
the stories, page 20.
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News Briefs____.. Soft-spoken -teacher
PSC stockholder sells
Public Service Company Vice President Robert Harrison said
that the state's largest electric utility will sell up to 1.5 million
shares of common stock to help pay $76 million in debts and to
raise $29 million to meet credit obligations.
The Public utilities Commission authorized the stock sale
Friday.

Names may he changed
The New Hampshire Supreme Court ruled last week that
a person can change his or her name at will, as long as
the name change is not done for a criminal reason.
The decision overturned previous rulings by three lower-court
judges.
In the decision, the court said that the present law bans
a name change only when done "for a fraudulent, criminal
or wrongfl.ll purpose." The ruling came after the requests
of two New Hampshire women to have their maiden names
restored had been denied by the lower courts because of the
possible acjverse effect on their children.

Vermont votes on pot

o~tspoken

on issues

By Laurie Rusch

Horrigan grew up in Joliet,
Ill., an oil refinery town with
petrochemical industries and
nuclear power plants. He is
greatly concerned about the environment and is particularly
apprehensive about New Hampshire's future.
"You have to worry about what
is going to happen to New Hampshire if all the mistakes made
elsewhere are repeated here,"
said Horrigan, who lives in Durham.
Horrigan was determined from
the start to stop what he considered to be. a mistake. the

Life is much calmer these days
than it was five years ago for
UNH professor James Horrigan.
Horrigan, a business administration teacher at UNH since
1966, was an outspoken participant in the fight to stop Aristotle Onassis from building the
world's largest oil refinery at
Durham Point in 1973.
But things have changed.
''This is a quiet time in my
life," said the soft-spoken Horrigan
in his fourth floor McConnell
Hall office last week.
But 1973, the year the refinery
was proposed was not a peaceful one for Horrigan.

John Wayne recovering
Actor John Wayne is resting comfortably after undergoing
open heart surgery yesterday to replace an aortic valve,
according to NBC's Edwin Newman.
Wayne, who was admitted io Massachusetts General Hospital
last week for heart and lung tests, was said to be in
satisfactory condition after the operation.
"The operation was successful," a hospital spokesman said.
In an interview with United Press International last week,
the Duke said that he was "short of wind and coughing.
But there is no sign of cancer, no sign of cancer. Christ,
I beat cancer 14 years ago."
Over the weekend, MGH officials were plagued by the
Duke's fans, many of them hospital employees, who jammed
the hospital corridors hoping to see Wayne on his way to
treatment.
Although MGH increased its security staff to guard Wayne
from intruders, the Duke's fans were nevertheless able to
send him their greetings. On a playing field outside his window,
well-wishers wrote "Get Well, Duke" in giant chalk letters.

UNH hosts nurses
Nearly 100 student nurses came to UNH from a dozen New
England colleges over the weekend to take part in the nth
annual Intercollegiate Nursing Convention.
The convention was designed to provide nursing stu(ients
with information on inno'altions in the nursing field and the
prospects for job opportunities, according to the convention
organizer, junior nursing major Kim Dreyer.
Chairman of UNH's Nursing School Andrea Lindell told
participants of Saturday's day-long conference that trained ,
nurses are in demand in hospitals and other health care
facilities, as well as in rural areas and as congressional
lobbyists.
However, she also warned the students that they may find
themselves confronted by conflicts between the values they
have learned as students and the way things really are in
working health services.

The weather
The National Weather Service predicts showers for today with
high temperatures ranging from 43-48 degrees.
The showers should end tonight with low temperatures dipping
into the 30s. Variable cloudiness is the forecast for tomorrow with
temperatures reaching the low 50s.

Prof. James Horrigan

lnteniational conference brings
environmental experts ·to UNH
By Steve Ericson

The Vermont State Senate last week killed a bill which would
have sl\arply reduced the penalties for possession of small
amounts of marijuana following an impassioned plea by one
senator to retain stiff penalties.
Backers of the measure had been confident that it would easily
pass the Senate before Sen. Chester Scott (ft-Windsor County)
described to his colleagues the "nightmare" his son's life had
become due to pot. The bill had already passed the Vermont
House of Representatives.
Scott told the Senate that marijuana had caused his son to
become a thief, forced to steal to get money for joints. He said
that his son smoked his first joint in ninth grade he had
never been in trouble. Then the boy began stealing from cars to
get money, and once disappeared for six months,, he said. .
Scott said that he had called a judge to beg him to get his son
help, "But he only got a slap on the wrist."
Scott called for a stiffening, not relaxing of the state's
marijuana laws, and quoted his son as having on·ce told him,
"Dad, don't let anyone tell you that marijuana is harmless. It's
the doorknob to hell."
Scott's son is now in a halfway house in New Hampshire.
The Senate unanimously defeated the measure following
Scott's plea.
Tlle ulll would have roducod m~::ic:irnnm fines for oossession of
small amounts of marijuana from $500 to $100 and would have
eliminated the possibility of a jail term.

HORRIGAN, page 12

A conference on United States-

Canadian environmental relations
will be held at the New England
Center next week, according to
John E. Carroll of the UNH
Institute of Natural and Environmental Resources department.
The purpose of the three-day
conference is "to bring diplomats,
bureaucrats, academics, students and interested members of
the general public together to better appreciate and understand
the current environmental and
natural resource issues playing a
prominent rule in Canada-United
States relations,'' Carroll said.
The conference will also
examine the role played by the
International, Joint Commission,
which investigates and makes
recommendations on various
border disputes, usually of environmental nature, between the
two nations, he said.

The conference will consist of
six sessions, each dealing with a
diff~rent environmental aspect
or issue of importance to both
Canada and the United States.
Some of the issues to be
covered are:
--energy policy between the two
countries; --the role of the joint commission in settling disputes between
Canada and .the United States:
--the Eastport (Me.) oil
refinery issue between Maine and
New Brunswick;
Representatives from both
countries will speak at each
session, Carroll said.
The keynote speaker, Pierre
Dansereau, "is one of North
Amercia's foremost ecological
geographers,'' according to
Carroll.
Representatives from the U.S.
State Department, the Canadian
Bureau of External Affairs and
high-rankin~

officials from the

border states of North Dakota
Minnesota, Michigan, as wen as
the Canadian province of British
Columbia, will attend the conference said Carroll.
''I have been getting hourly
phone calls from all over North
America from people wanting information about the conference,"
he said.
Carroll said he hopes that
members of the faculty will show
interest in the conference.
''UNH is the principal university in a border state and it has an
established tradition of interest
in natural resources and the environment," he said. "It is logical
that New Hampshire's state
university should have an interest in this.
The conference, which will take
place April 10-12, will be open to
the public. For further information, call .John Carroll at the
Institute of Natural and Environmental Resources, 862-1020.

April is
greeted
by Fools
By Laura Locke
Nearly 700 people stayed up until the wee hours Saturday morning playing waterpolo, kicking
soccer balls, and watching Bugs
Bunny cartoons. When they sauntered into Young's a few hours
later, still wearing their bathing
suits and Adidas shirts. .thev
could not be taken for anything
but "April F'ools".
On Friday night the second Annual April Fool's All-Nighter took
place at the Field House.
According to Lynn Heyliger,
the event's coordinator, 54 teams
participated in the three corecreational events; basketball,
volleyball, and waterpolo.
Heyliger said several students
also paid a dollar to participate in
novelty races and special events
such as kickball and skipping
races.
"We tried to have something
going on in every facility
throughout the night, " Heyliger
said. T-shirts donated by New
Hampshire Distributors were
presented to each event winner.
According to Heyliger, the AllNighter cost $1,100 to produce
and the one-dollar entrance fee
helped little in meeting costs.
"We weren't looking to make
money,'' she said of the affair,
which was partially funded by the
Intramural Budget.
Mike Casimiro, a sophomore
business major, entered the April
Fool's All-Nighter because "it
was a change," he said. "It was
different than going out and get··
ting stiff." ·
Casimiro's team, "The AllNighters", did not enter the conAPRIL FOOLS, page 8

Windy weather was the order of the day Sunday and
Monday and the time was right for a little kite flying.
These fraternitY. brothers took advantage of the opportunity to set sail above the Alpha Tau Omega House on
Main Street in downtown Durham. (Art Ilfman photo)
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Residents of Seabrook speak out
for and against the nlJ,ke plant
By Rosalie H. Davis
The construction of the
Seabrook nuclear power plant
has provoked as many opinions
as it has controversies, and area
residents supporting and condemning it are equally outspoken.
"I h~te nuclear power plants
because I don't think they are
safe," ""8aid Seabrook fisherman
Andr~ Bourbeois, scrubbing

remains of a cod catch off his
hands.
''The Public Service Coll).pany
is inconveniencing a lot of people
around here. I was fishing in
Ha_mpton, until a (PSC) work
crew cut the net mooring lines,''
Bourbeois said bitterly.
The Seabrook plant was
originally proposed in 1968, and is
ensnared in environmental
regulations, funding problems,

and statewide protest, although it
is scheduled for completion in
1984.

"Nobody wants a power plant
in their backyard,'' said fisherman David Goethel, "But it's got
to go somewhere."
Goethal, a resident for 15
years, works on the Denise Ann, a
Seabrook fishing boat. His yellow
overalls and jacket are spattered
with blood from gutted haddock.
"I don't really care if they
<PSC) build the plant, or if they
don't, but I wish they'd make up
their minds," Goethal said as he
splashed water over the boat
deck.
Tom Wilkins, a resident of
nearby Newburyport, Mass.,
ships fish from Seabroo~ ,;_and
Hampton. He joked about the
possible hazards of radiation con.tamination.
,
"We're going to have the only
three-headed codfish and fourclawed lobsters around.'' Wilkins
chuckled as he threw 20-inch bugeyed cod into wooden packing
crates.
"I figure, if there's a radiation
disaster that it will kill off a lot of
tourists," he said, slamming a
125-pound crate into the truck.
Many New Hampshire environmental groups have fought
Seabrook's construction including a UNH group, Students
Al!ainst Nuclear Energy, and
Portsmouth's Clamshell Alliance.
The site bas been occupied by
demonstrators protesting the
plant's construction twice, and
opponent groups have planned a
third for this June.
PSC
spokesman
Gordon
McKinney has said that radiation
contamination from the plant will

Concerned :Seabrook fishermen load their catch. (Art
Ulman photo)

Livennor~

appointed

David Livermore, a junior recreation and parks major, was
named Student Government Vice-President for Residential Life
at 8unday'c Student C:iucu" mPPting

i

David Livermore

Livermore was appointed by Student Body President Peter
Tandy to replace Ewa Celichowski, who vacated the position last
month.
· Livermore was an unsuccessful candidate for Student Body
President last semester and has been involved in the Dining and
Residence Advisory Committee <DRAC), which he will now
direct as vice president.
· "I really haven't set down any policies, but 1 know we'll be formalizing some things next year," Livermore said. "For the rest
of the semester, we'll be working on some existing problems like
the triples situation in the dorms, the _dining budget and student
rules and regulations in dormitories."
The new vice president said a special concern of his is the
student relationship with the University and Durham police. He
said DRAC will be looking into the issue next year.
Livermore said he anticipates no problems working with
Residential Life Director David Bianco in his role as 'DRAC
chairman.
"I've worked with him (Bianco) for the past two years, and I
think I know what some of his pet projects are," Livermore said.
"Some things I agree with, and some things I don't. I think I know
him well enough to know what he's saying and· what he's not
~aying."

David Goethel, "Nobody wants a power plant in their
backyard:''

'be fractional compared with the
radiation in sunlight, but fear of it
is strong.
"I am afraid for my children,"
said Joann Souther, a Seabrook
housewife. "I'~ afraid of genetic
defects from radiation and also
from fish poisoned with it.
"The sound of the work crews
banging on it at night keeps me
up thinking about it," she said.
There are some residents who
would like to see the plant completed. A Seabrook grocer said
that he keeps his feelings to himself to keep his customers.
"I'm 100 per cent for it," he
said, "but as a businessman, I
don't like to tell people that. ·
There are a lot of Seabrook
residents who don't want to see it
built, and I don't want to alienate
them as customers.''

"I'm all for Seabrook being
built," said resident Frank Fern,
"but I am against the funding of
it by CWIP loans."
Construction Work in Progress
<CWIP) is a controversial funding method which calls for
public financing through electric
rate increases on building loans
before the plant is operable.
Five New Hampshire towns-Berlin, Rochester, Franklin,
Dover, and Somersworth--all
voted in town meeOngs to
withhold a PSC 17 per cent increase that was needed to
generate $32 million, $17 million
of which would pay CWIP loan interest.
The town of Durham and Ports. mouth
support
legislation
against CWIP, but will pay their
·., electric bills.

"I don't think CWIP is kosher,"
said Joe Titone, a 10-year
resident of Seabrook. ''It is a way
of making New Hampshire
residents take a financial risk
that the company should take,"
he said.
"I 'd on't know much about
ICWIP,'' said fisherman Bourbeois, "but I know that it's inconveniencing people around here."
"The biggest ecological
problem is with the waste
water,'' Goethal said.
The plant's cooling system,
which will recirculate heated
water from the nuclear reactor,
has become ensnared in Environmental Protection Agency
hearings which have vacillated
between approval and condem_nation.
"There are just too many
unanswered Questions about the
nuke," Titone said. "No one knows
. exactly what the damage to
marine life will b~ om the
heated water."
"It Cheated water) will screw
up the baby clams, the baby haddocks, and the baby lobsters,"
said fisherman Fred Smith as he
gaffed greenscaled cod.
Local fishermen blamed PSC
dredging for the death of 1700 lobsters last November. They attributed it to silt suffocation,
although experts argued that a
disease could have contributed to
it.
•
"I'm not opposed to nukes,
because I'm not opposed to
anything that will give us
energy," said resident Ray
SEABROOK. page 13

Foreign student disenchanted,
feels isolated by campus life

Eddie Avaraksh

BySueHertz
tomakel;lsfeelathome."
When Eddie Asvaraksh walks
Asvaraks~, whose full na~e is
into Down Under Pub he doesn't Gada "Eddie" Asvaraksh, 1s a
mingle easily with the other freshman hotel major from
college students enjoying a night . Thailand. Leaning back in a chair
of drinking and dancing. He in the living room of Intersticks with the group he came in national House, which is home to
with, not attempting to talk with 24 foreign students and five
oth~rs at. different tables or
A_,merican s~udent~, Asvaraksh
asking a girl across the room to discussed his feelmgs towards
dance. Eddie stands out in~- tlie UNH and its students.
crowd ~cause o~ his olive skin,
"The lack .of interaction ?eblack hair and Oriental features.
tween Americans and foreign
Eddie is one of UNH's 115 students is two-sided," he said
for~ign .stu~ents. He sa):'S t~e
shifting his wiry fr~J?e to~. more
social situation at UNH is dif- comfortable position.
They
ficult "because most of the don't know what to expect from
American students are ex- me and I don't know what to expressionless. They look at us pect from them.
blankly and won't make the effort
"The Americans don't know if I

will understand their conversat ions of drinking, sports or girls
and think it will be hard to find a
common ground to talk on with
me," he said. "If I make the ef1·ort to talk with them. conversation comes easilv. I can talk
abouhsports as well as the next
g_uy,'' he grinned.
·A~varaksh said he does not
know: how the Americans will
react to him. "I am afraid to approach American students
because I'm afraid thev will act
in a negative way to me:" he said.
.. If I see an attractive girl I w0•dd
like to talk to, it is terriblv ha1·d
for rne to get up the nerve 'to talk
ASVARAKSH, page 18
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Students' greenhouse
lures foreign buyers
continued
periodically·
An international greenhri";se throughout the night to maintain
manufacturer from Holland . l1s temperature control.
Gradually, the bubbles break
in Durham Friday to inspect an
exclusive UNH energy-saving down and collect in troughs along
device for
plastic
"poly" the base of the greenhouse. The
solution is then gravity fed back
greenhouses.
The
foaming
system, into a 75 gallon storage tank. The
developed by William Germ, solution is 100 per cent : reusable,
Joseph Snow, and Mike Oliver for said Germ.
According to Germ, the ideal
their senior project, is on display
at the Agricultural Experimen- situation would consist of four
tation Station on the UNH Wood- separate generators pumping
foam from both ends of the
man Research Farm.
The project was made possible greenhouse.
The commercial price for a
by . a five year energy-saving
congressional
grant.
The foaming generator is $150. It is
greenhouse device is one of three distributed by Barry Soalt of Enin the world. The others are in dicott, N.Y. Soalt also visited the
UNH greenhouse Friday.
Tucson, Arizona, and Finland.
The material costs for pumping
According to project leader
William Germ, experimental apparatus devised at UNH is $10.
calculations project an 80 per Germ said his year long project
cent savings on heating expenses has proven to be more efficient
to poly greenhouse growers when than the commercial model.
According to Soalt, plastic
the foaming device is applied.
While most greenhouses are greenhouses will replace glass
heated by furnaces alone, use of greenhouses within 10 years.
"One reason for this is property
the foaming system reduces the
Soalt
said.
Glass
necessity of constant heating. tax,"
The foam system provides in- greenhouse growers must pay
sulation similar in principle to property taxes, while proprietors
of plastic greenhouses do not.
that of fiberglass.
or
plastic.
Throughout the day, the sun · The · poly,
alone provides enough heat to greenhouses are less expensive to
sustain plant life in a greenhouse. construct than glass, and are as
Foaming is used to provide efficient if not more so, Soalt
shading for plants that cannot said.
The senior project of Germ,
withstand direct sunlight.
At dusk, foam bubbles are Snow, and Oliver is inclusive in
pumped by a generator between the Batchelor of Engineering
layers of the roof of the double in- Technology program <BET).
flated
plastic
greenhouse This is the first year the BET
providing insulation. Foaming is degree will be awarded at UNH.

By Art lllman

Barry Soalt Cleft> chats with Dutch businessmen near the student-designed greenhouse
at the Agricultural Experimental Station. (Jerry Naples photo)
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Long astoni,shes and entertains:
a most popular view of hi-story
Bv Brendan DuBois
~History Professor David Long
walks in front of his podium at a .
locturp hall in the Horton Social
Science Center. He taU.;, quickly ,
and with animation. Most of the
class of 250 are paying rapt attention. Abruptly, he whirls around
a11d asks a question. There is no
response.
Long rolls his eyes in mock
horror and cries "C'mon ! That's
third grade stuff! '' Some students
laugh, but there is still no answer to his question. Long shrugs
his shoulders and returns to his
podium.
He gives the answer, and adds,
"You should have known that.
I'm astonished.
"Flabbergasted." Pause. "And
unhappy.'' He gives a woeful little smile and the class laughs apprecia lively.
Long's history classes are
among the most popular on campus. At each class .meeting the
lecture room is filled to capacity.
His lectures are informative and
entertaining, for Long pleads
with, swears at, and jokes with
his s~udents to make them think.
He also uses visual aids to give an
added dimension to his lectures.
He is a well-informed and
talkative man with thinning gray
hair and black horn-rim glasses.
Long likes to joke and smile, and
he tends to wear outlandish ties
and matching handkerchiefs.
While smoking and drinking
ice-tea in his book cluttered office. Long discusses his teaching
and students, and why he teaches

·

~-.~~

"

Teaching R.e source Center

Center aids teachers'
performance in class
By Judi Paradis

Prot David Long
history.
"In the first place, I love the
subject matter of history," he
said. "What people did in the past
is fascinating, as well as what
they do in the present. I like most
of my students tremendously,
and I wish I didn't have a class as
large as 250, so I could get to
know them more."
At first, Long says he wanted to
be in advertising. But after getting a summer job in advertising,
he disliked it. Long then went into
History and Education at Dartmouth. After graduating, "I

taught at Penacook High School
for the princely sum of $25 a
week," he said, laughing. He
taught in secondary schools in
New Hampshire, Mass:lchusetts,
and New York' for aver eight
years. After attending Columbia
University and getting his
Masters in History, Long was appointed to UNH in 1948. He's been
here ever since.
"I think UNH and I have a
pleasant symbiotic relationship,"
Long said, explaining why he's
LONG, page 17
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Hotel game impresses bigwigs
By Steve Ericson
The five marketing executives
from "The Towers" hotel sat in a
semi-circle facing their client, an
Aetna Insurance Company representative, who was interested in
arranging for a business conference of Aetna salesmen to he
. ~
held at "The Towers."
"As I said, we will be needmg
an extra 100 rooms during our
two-night stay at your hotel,"
said the Aetna representative.
Here was a crisis. It was only
two weeks until Aetna, a major
client, was to arrive at "The
Towers.'' Although the hotel was
already 95 per cent full, the
management would have to find
another 100 rooms or risk losing
the entire Aetna conference to
another hotel.
What at first might seem to be
the beginning of a crisis situation
in a major hotel, is actually part
of a computer game call "HOT-

MAMA" <Hotel Marketing
Management) in which actual
hotel industry conditions are
simulated and players must
make various ·managerial
decisions.
The game is part of a new
training program for Hotel Administration students and hotel
personnel.
"Players are given a property
that they must market," said
UNH instructor Eric Orkin,
creator of the game.
'"The player must then make
different managerial decisions
such as what size his sales force
will be, how much money to
spend on advertising, what his
menu should include, and what
the room rates will be; decisions
that will determine the type of
hotel they will own," he said.
The player then makes
simulated sales calls to various
"businesses" and tries to sell .

them on the idea of holding conventions and other functions at
his property, according to Orkin.
Unitl this past weekend, the
game had only been played by
students in Orkin's hotel
marketing class but according to
Orkink the game was not
designed for this purpose.
"The game was originally
designed for the Hotel Sales
Management Association as an
educational program for people
in the industry," said Orkin. ·
This past weekend, six top
marketing executives from such
major hotel firms as Marriott,
Hilton and Princess International, came to UNH to play
the game an evaluate it for possible use in their own companies.
"We invited these people down
so we could see what their reaction would be towards using the
HOTEL, page 6

When a student is having
problems with a particular class
or course of study, there are
several advisors and counselors
available to help them in addition
to the professor. Professor and
teaching assistants who need
help evaluating their problems
and class performances also
have an advising group available
to them, the UNH Teaching
Resource Center (TRC).
According to John Chaltas,
Director of TRC, there are two
approaches taken to assist UNH
faculty. Depending on the
problem, TRC will wo11k with the
faculty member on a one to one
basis or cope with their problems
in workshops and conferences.
He said that when working on a
one to one basis the faculty member will have a one to two hour
consultation with a TRC staff
worker.
"We'll talk in terms or' what the
problem might be,'' Chaltas said.
"We isolate the problem or concern and then try to amend it
by videotaping the course, using
a midcourse evaluation or
sometimes even talking to
students about the course."
Chaltas said the evaluation
consists of 50 questions which are
meant to be diagnostic, not
judgmental. The evaluation
responses are fed into a computer
and the printout shows students'
reactions and opinions. The
evaluations, Teaching Analysis
By Students <TABS) ask students
to rate on a scale of one to four
such things as "Does the instructor ask thought-provoking
questions?"If students seem to
think there is a problem in the
class, "we might then observe
the class or video tape it,''
Chaltas said.
"Often, in fact in most of the
cases this year," Chaltas said,
''the person requesting the
evaluation is not perceiving a
problem, they just want feedback
on how the course is going. We've
many requests for TABS of this
nature.
''People feel things are not

John Chaltas
going as well as they'd like.
There's a feeling of general
discomfort," Chaltas said, "so
faculty want to check with outside opinion to ask 'Am I doing as
well as I think I'm doing?'"
Chaltas said for workshops
"people will come in with ideas or
we will go out and get them."
Chaltas said that an example of
a TRC-sponsored conference was
Friday's workshop on Experiential Learning for the School of
Health Studies. He said experiential learning referred to the great
amount of clinical and practical
problems they deal with. He said
Friday's workshop lasted five to
six hours, and involved 25 individuals.
In workshops, the problem to
be dealt with is presented, and
then the participants break up into small groups and are given
material "to use and read and
react to,'' Chaltas said. In
Friday's workshop the groups
were shown videotapes of clinical
procedure and asked to rate the
effectiveness and efficiency of
the methods used. Upon compari~g these ratings, group
TRC, page8
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Newly-drafted governance plan

ampus calenda

to start next fall

TUESDAY, April 4
PHOTOGRAPHY EXHIBffiON: Black and white photographs
by Drew Sanborn, Coordinator of Media Services, New
England Center for Continuing Education. Hewitt Hall Exhibition Corridor, 8 a.m.-6 p.m., Monday through Friday.
Continues through Friday, April 7. Sponsored by the Depart. ment of the ..i\rts.
CHEMISTRY DEPARTMENT SEMINAR: "New Types. of
· Analgesic Structures," Franklin M. Robinson, Merck and Co,
Inc. Parsons Hall, Room L-103, from 11 a.m.-12 noon.
1
HUMANITIES LECTIJRE: "Realism," Grover Marshall, AMLL.
Richards Auditorium, Murkland Hall, 11 a.m.
ART TALK: "Narrative Sculpture in the 4th Dimension,"
Richard Rosenblum, Coe-Kerr Gallery of New York. Room A218,
Paul Creative Arts Center, 12:30-2 p.m .
. UNIVERSITY THEATER: Bonanza Week. "Scandinavian
Folk Tales," story-theater. Performance geared for K-6
grades. Admission 7Sc; group rate of SOc for 12 or more.
Hennessy Theater, 4 p.m.
MUB PUB: Closed.

TASK FORCE
continued from page 1

said. Other areas, such as
residential, commuter and
academic affairs, will be handled
by other newly proposed sections
of Student Government. The
plans for these other sections are
now being completed and are expected to be announced next
week.
Task Force mem her and
Student Vice President for
Special Assignments · Dorrie
Driver said yesterday the student
elections scheduled for April 25
and 26 will include the members
of the board, if the plan is approved.
·

Dorrie· Driver, student vice president for special assignments.

"We're working towards a Nov. last night, and said he c-ould not
date for the entire plan," comment until he has conferred
Driver said. "We'd like to have with the Task Force members.
the board of directors in They will meet tomorrow, Mills
. operation by the beginning of the ·said.
first semester next year, and
build the other areas as the
Yesterday morning, the
Universitv President said he felt
semester progresses."
the Task Force was working well,
Mills had not seen the plans by a~d doing a "very thorough job.,,·
1 target

WEDNESDAY, April 5 ./

Member of the Task Force include Ferguson, Driver, Student
Vice President for Academic Affairs Ken Cossingham, Student .
Vice-President for Residential
Life David Livermore, Matt
Slater, and ex-officio members
MUB Director J. Gregg Sanborn,
Residential Life Director David
Bianco.
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: ATTENTION May 1978 Degree Candidates:
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CHEMICAL ENGINEERING SEMINAR: "Nuclear Fuel Reprocess in Status Problems," Dr. James Buckham, Executive
Vice-President, Allied-General Nuclear Services. Room M227,
Kingsbury Hall, from 4-5 p.m.
UNIVERSITY THEATER: Bonanza Week: Puppet Show.
Performance geared for K-6 grades. Admission 7Sc; group
rate of SOc for 12 or more. Hennessy Theater, 4 p.m.
; WOMEN'S NIGHJ: To build a network of friendship among
all campus women: Elliott Alumni Center, 4:30 p.m. Sponsored by the Women's Commission in conjunction with the
President's Office.
·
MUSIC DEPARlMENT SENIOR RECITAL: Lisa Dow, horn,
· Bratton Room, Paul Creative Arts Center, 8 p.m.
MUB PUB: Rick Bean, disco, 8 p.m.
DO YOU HA VE A BITCH? 'Come holler at the student
body president, vice-presidents, and student caucus about
, triples, grade inflatio.n , housing priority, ,or anything.
'. Commuter Lounge, Memorial Union, from 11 a:m.-4p.m. _

THURSDAY, April 6
AIP SEMINAR: "Neutron Activation," William Lamella,
Chemistry Department. Room L-103, Parsons Hall, 11 a.m.12 noon.
. MEN'S BASEBALL: Springfield, Brackett Field, 1 p.m.
Fl..ECIRICAL AND COMPUTER ENGINEERING SEMINAR:
. By Richard Begeron, Electrical and Computer Engineering
Department. Topic to be announced. Room 251, Kingsbury
Hall, from 1-2 p.m.
' UNIVERSITY THEATER: Bonanza Week. "Aesop's Fables,"
a musical involvement. Performance geared for K-6 grades.
Admission 7Sc; group rate of SOc for 12 or more. Hennessy
Theater, 4 p.m.
'
HUMANITIES MOVIE: "Dead Birds," a classic, ethnographic
film depicting warfare among New Guinea peoples. Belknap
Room, Memorial Union, 7 p.m. Everyone welcome.
GRANDE ILLUSIONS: "Small Change," directed by Francois
Truffaut. Strafford Room, Memorial Union, 7 and 9:30 p.m ..
. Admission 75c or MUSO Film Pass.
ALL-CAMPUS RACQUETBALL TOURNAMENT: Field
House racquetball courts, 7-9:45 p.m.
-"-T HEATER & COMMUNICATION PROJECT: "At Y0t:t
Feet, G.B.S." A dramatic reading of the letters betwee·n
George Bernard Shaw and Mrs. Patrick Cam~bell, a famous
actress whom Shaw met at the turn ot the century. Hennessy
Theater, Paul Creative Arts Center, 8 p.m. Admission SOc.
MUSIC SCHOOL SCHOLARSHIP CONCERT: Featuring
Joe Williams, jazz vocalist, former member of the Count
Basie Orchestra. Granite State Room, Memorial Union,
8 p.m. Admission $3 for students; $4 general admission.
(Special offer: General admission· $6 for both the Joe Williams
concert on April 6 or 7, and for the Peter Schickele concert
on April 2~6.)
MUB PUB: Rush and Read, folk, 8 p.m.

FRIDAY, April 7 ·
. WEEKEND FOR PARENTS J3EGINS: Events include Men's
Lacrosse, Jazz Concert, and Greenhouse Open House. Please
see ,individual listing for details.
THE NEW HAMPSHIRE is published and distribut_ed semiweekl}'. throu~h
out the academic year. Our offices are localed m the Memorial Umon
building, Durham, N.H. 03824. Business office Rm . 108. Business hours
Tuesday, Thursday, 1-3 p.m. and Wednesday, Friday 9-2 p.m. Dea~in~s
for ads for Tuesday 's publication, Friday at 2 p.m . and Friday s.
.publication, Wedr1esday at 2 p.m . Yearly subscription $9.00 Second Class
postage paid at Durham, N.H. Total numbers or copies printed w. ~uo
at Castle Publication, Plaistow, N.H.
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•
notices
GENERAL
TEN-SPEED BIKE RAFFLE: To raise money for
the Forest Park Group Day Care Center. Drawing to
be held at Expo '78 in Durham; tentatively set for
April 29. Ticket sale will be held Wednesday and
Thursday, April 5 and 6, outside MUB cafeteria, from
11 a .m.-3 p.m . Tickets 50c, or 3/$1.
COMPUTER SERVICES USERS MEETING: Meeting,
Thursday, April 6, Room 13B, Library, 2:30-4 p.m.
An opportunity for all University and community users
of the DECsystemlO to get together with Computer
Services staff and discuss mutual concerns. hardware
and software capabilities, and new horizons in the
field.
MUB PUB BOARD OF DIRECTORS: Annual meeting,
Thursday, April 6, Senate Room , Memorial Union,
6:30 p.m. General elections for all Board of Directors
positions will be held. Four students and one faculty/
staff member will be elected. All students are encouraged
to attend this important meeting to cast a vote for
the membership of the Pub Board. ·

ACADEMIC
.{\'rnNil~ ~ HOME EXDIDMICS ~~

Hotel school at play
HOTEL
continued from pag~ 4
game as part of their
manage~e~t
. training
prog~ams, said Orkm. _
"Of course, we are _also trying
to sell these companies on our
hotel school," he added.
Orkin says that he anticipates
favorable reactions from the
major firms in the hotel industry
towards the game.
"There are already plans to use
it,'' he $aid. ''The fact that
someone like Al LeFaivre (vicepresident in charge of marketing
for Marriott Hotels) came all the
way from Washington D.C. to
play it, suggests that interest in
the game is high."
"I have not seen anything like
it at any other hotel school," said
LaFaivre. "I think it's a fantastic
game. It crosses the bridge between the text book and real life.

Anyone interested in majoring in Home Economics or
learning more about the program is invited to attend
a meeting on Thursday, April 6, Room 212, Pettee
Hall, at 1 p.m. For more information, call 862-2146.
. CAREER EXPLORATION WORKSHOP:
Series 4,
Module D: Locating Occupational Information. Thursday,
April 6, Hillsborough Room, Memorial Union, 2-3:30 p.m.
CAREER PLANNING DROP-IN: Informal sessions
where underclassmen and graduating students can
share post-graduation concerns. Career Planning and
Placement, 203 Huddleston, Wednesday, April 5, at
6:30p.m.
TEACHER PLACEMENT INTERVIEWING WORKSHOP:
Career Planning and Placement, 203 Huddleston, Thursday, April6, at6:30p.m.

CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS
SIMULATION GAMING CLUB: Meeting, Wednesday,
April 5, Grafton Room , Memorial Union, at 5 p.m.
Anyone interested is invited to participate or drop in.
SVTO: Meeting, Thursday, April 6, Room 110, Memorial
Union, 7 p.m . All interested students who wish to
particioate are uraed to attend. All nresent members
oleaseattend for organizational purposes. ;

''You read a text book until you
fall asleep, but you won't fall
asleep doing this -- this is real,"
he added.
Orkin says he plans to tour the
game around the country once he
receives support from the hotel
industry.
. /

Because of an increase in the volume of notices, The N_ew H_ampshire will print each item.
only . o~ce ~n the .date closest to the event. Please submit notice/calendar information to the
Admm1strat10n office, Room 32~, Memorial Union by 4 p.m. Tuesday for Friday's paper and
4 P·!11· Thursday for the followmg Tuesday's paper. Inquiries about errors or omissions should
·
be directed to The New Hampshire staff.

"We would have the game
tourep to five different ~egions of
· the country and have individual
sales people 'from ' varfous- hotel
firms come and play it when it
comes to their area " said Or;kin.
. "Another possibility is to have
' individual firms use the game as
part of their training programs.
"Once we :i.get the individual
seminar version off the ground,
which will make a name for the
UNH hotel department, we plan
to sell the program to other
colleges," he said.
"The game could play an imJ>Ortant role in training our
}>eople,'' said Howard Feiretag·,
senior vice-presid~nt of American Motor Inns. "We could easily
adoE.~ it to our program.
"The game was
very
realistic," he added. " No matter
how unusual the students might
find the various situations that
we ran into, they really do happen.' '
"You have to consider a great
many alternative decisions when
playing the game," added Leo
Bonardi, Divisional Director of
Sales for Hilton Hotels. "The fact
that you've got so many balls up
in the air, so to speak, makes the
game a real mental exercise.''
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SUMMER 78
HELP WANTED
WAITERS, WAITRESSES
KITCHEN AND BAR HELP
ALUMNI
FOR WEEKEND OF
FRI., SAT. JUNE 1, 2, 3
SEE RICH KANE.l'v1. U.B. FOOD & BEVERAGE
862-2484 FOR DETAILS
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· Isn't this fight
of Tom Mcintyre's ...
...realty your fight too?
On March 1, Tom Mcintyre, after careful examination of the evidence, explained his
position on the Panama Canal Treaties on the floor of the Senate. Referring to. the extremist
tactics being used against him by the Rad~cal Right he said:

My concern is the desperate need for people of conscience
and good will to stand up and face down the bully boys of the
extremist New Right before the politics of intimidation d_oes
to America what it has tried to do to New Hampshire.
If you want to see the r~putation of decent people sullied,
stand aside and be silent.
If you want to see people of dignity, integrity and self-respect
refuse to seek public office for fear of what might be conjured .
up or dredged up to attack them or their families, stand aside
and be silent.
If you want to see confidential files rifled, informants solicited,
universities harassed, "enemy .hit lists" drawn up, stand aside
and be silent.
If you want to see the fevered exploitation of a handful of highly emoti.onal issues distract the nation from problems of great
consequence, stand aside and be silent. _
I

Since this speech, and the Treaty vote, the American Conservative Union has announced
the spending of a $250,000 war ·chest to go after a list of senators. Tom Mcintyre is on that list.
I

The extremist tactics ol the radical New Right are perhaps best described by one of the leaders,
Howard Phillips, who stated, "We organize discontent. We must prove our ability to get revenge on people who go against us. We'll be after them if they vote the wrong way. We're not
going to stop after the vote is past."
·
So lom Mcintyre is in for a fight. And we ask again, isn't this fight of Tom Mcintyre's really
your fight too?
·

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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I
I
I
I
I
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Yes, I will help Tom

o

I will contribute time to his campaign. Please get in touch with me. I am interested in doing
volunteer work in:

(city or town)

0 Enclosed is my contribution for:
D Other_
0 $50
0 $10
0 $25
0 $5
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Cityrrown _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State _ _ _ _ _Zip _ __
Tel.No. _

_ _ _ _ _ _ __

_ _ _ _ __ __ __

Please don't put this aside. Become involved by mailing it today to:
FRIENDS OF TOM MclNTYRE

c.s. 1978
Manchester, N.H. 03105

'

Signed:
·Friends of Tom Mcintyre
Elizabeth K. Doyle, treasurer

(A copy of our report is filed with the Federal Election Commission and is available for purchase from the Federal
Election Commission , Washington, D.C.)
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Foolishness in the Field House
the activities to cause any
problems," she said.
·

Virginia Fowler, a member of .
"The Raucus Caucus" team, said
the · All-Nighter was "slow: I
Patty Bohner, a sophomore thought there we~e a lot of long
test with the intention of winning. physical education major whose breaks where ~e Just sat around.
·
_
I had expected it to be really pep" We didn't do too well, " Casimiro ·
"'"
explained, " but we had a good team won the basketball cham- pv," she said.
pionship at 5:30 a.m., said that '
time."
Most of the participants agreed
the program ''went much better
that the highlight of the evening
Heyliger said that there were than last year. ''
was· a Gong Show sponsored by
very few problems during the allHer team, which consisted of UNH sororities and fraternities .
night course of events. After turning two students away at the several male and female varsity Thomas Asacker a brother of
door because they "had had too basketball players, also made it Sigma Beta Fraternity, won first
. place after performing a panmuch to drink," Heyliger to the semi-finals in waterpolo.
tomime act.
described the night as "uneven.
tful. ,,
"You don't feel how tired you
Heyliger said that several
are until after it's done," said
Bohrer, who left the Field House people fipressed interest in ~n
"Everyone was too busy with at6:00a.m.
tering a series of events but
because of limited space, quite a
few teams were turned away.
"Next year," she explained,
"We're considering restricting
the number of events a team can
epter."
APRIL FOOLS
continued from page 2

Red Cross
is counting
on you.

ATTENTION
UNH STUDENTS
FACULTY &STAFF
YOU QUALIFY

THE CAN-DO PEOPLE
KEEP YOU SATISFIED

Both Casimiro and Bohner said
that they would compete in the
April Fool's All-N:ighter if ~t
exists next year. ''I thought it
was a lot of fun, '' Bohner said. ''If
they have it next year, I'll
probably do it again."

Have You U$ed
Your Discount Card Yet?

You Sava 100/o Even
On These Sale Prices

FOR 103 DISCOUNTS
AT STRATHAM TIRE
•
-

<
•'

.·;;.

In cooperation
with the
University of N.H.

- - - - - --

LOWEST PRICES EVER

$2190.
Whitewalls

Size A78-13

tubeless, whit-oil

' Qnl Y

PURCHASE
-

Their Best 4-Ply Polyester

Poly • Jet

GROUP
·'"' :r-

- --

--

POL VESTER CORD TIRE BUY

plu~ $1.78 Federal
ExctSe Tax

DISCOUNT

University of New Hampshire
ST~.A
THAM TIRE LOC.A. TIONS
.
.
Str•ltf•m NH
Jtl•lstow NH
PortslllCMllh NH
Londoftderrr hrf
Portsmouth A.ve
Rte 125
Aibany St
Rte 102
603-772-4880
603-~2-4043
603-436-4081
603-434-1536
Penacook NH
Sanford Maine
._.., MaiM
6 Post Office Rd
Main Street
112 Franklin Street
603 -753-6336
£07·324-3665
207-942·633$

Your card.is goodtat the ·
following ·tocations: ,
PLAISTOW, N.H.
Rte. 125

STRATHAM, N.H.
Portsmouth A•.

POITSllOUTH, fUl
AlblflJ Sl

603-382-4737

&Ol-772-3713

iOM.....l

LONDONDERRY, FJ.H.
Rte. ll.l
603-434-151&

SANFORD, ME.
M1in St.
207-JZ4-JH5

PEllACOOI, 11.H.
Middle VII"' Ttrt C..
iPmtOfftctCent• ·
501-7um&

Just present your card

at any
of the STRATHAM TIRE locations listed
below -

On Tires & Tire Services
On Complete Automotive Service

We Feature •General, Remington and Michelin Tires

•Complete Automotive Service

OIL CHANGE,

See our Specialists today!
They'll add up to five quarts
of famous Quafcer State
Super Blend Motor Oil and
lube your car _.ith brandname lubricant.

·o ,.... Fittings Extra

All Locations (E:x.cPpt PenacookJ

Complete Under-Car Service

Parts. Ave.
PLAISTOW, t(.H.
lt1. 125 .

PORTSMOUTH. N.H.
Albany St. .

603-112-4737

603-'436-4081

members often come with ideas
and suggestions for ,solving the
problem.

-

cnaltas said TRC also recently

CAN-DO SERVICE

SAVE 100/o

TRC
continued from page 4

co sponsored a symposium on.

HERE'S HOW IT WORKS
Va lid loDecember 31 , 1978

-r:t

Teaching
Center
solves
problems

STRATHAM TIRE - THE CAN-DO TIRE .COMP·A Nt .

grade inflation and one for new
Liberal Arts orofessors and
teaching assistants
on "the
Student in Trouble."
Chaltas said a problem which
has come up to the TRC recently
is "the reward system of
teaching." This problem focuses
on the emphasis that should be
placed on research as opposed to
teaching by professors.
The TRC Is run by three staff
members and one secretary. All
are part-time workers.
cnaltas pointed out TRC's
growth since its first year of
ope ...ati on in 1974.
''The first year we helped eight
people, the second year we
worked with 36 people. The first
two months of 1978 TRC has
worked with 208 individuals, held
workshops attended by 218, and
sent material to 215 peopl~.
"The Senate is supposed to look
at us this year or next," Chaltas
said. "The Deans and residents'
·Resource Task Force already
have and they decided to keep
us."

nly an hour for lunch?
That's all the time
you need for a cut,
style and blowdry at

Hours
on.-Sat. 9-5:30
urs. Eve till 8 .
29MainSt.
Durham
PHONE 868-7051
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D'Arnours disenchanted with Carter
D'AMOURS
continued from page f
D'Amours continued. "Carter's .
people were in way over their
heads. They didn't know how
Washington operates.''
Bold and brash as these
statements may seem, they are
indicative of the younger members of Congress like D' Amours.
D'Amours said that most
Democratic
members
of
Congress, himself included, feel
they don't owe Carter anything.
"Hell, I ran ahead of him in
New Hampshire," he said. "Why
on earth should I try to help Carter in 1980 since he didn't do
anything-for me in 1976?''
D'Amours said that Carter's
people cringe when people mention a 1980 presidential candidacy
by Californian Governor Jerry
Brown. He also said that
Massachusetts Senator Ted Kennedy would get the Democratic
party's nomination if the convention were held this year.
D'Amours is up -for reelection
this fall, and while he said he is
"taking nothing for granted," he
said he doesn't see any reason
why the people in his district
should not vote him in for a third
term.
"I know I've worked hard "
said the youthful-looking m~n
whose face is just now beginning
to show the effects of the wear
and tear of politics in
Washington. "I think I reflect the
desires of my constituents. I'm
constantly in touch with the
people in my district, so I cannot
think of why they would dismiss
me now."
Two men have announced their
candidacies for D' Amours's First
District Congressional seat-Steven Mansfield from Exeter
and Daniel Hughs, a Manchester
securities broker.

" The younger members ot
Congress tend to vote more independently,'' D' Amours said.
" The party-line vote is a thing of
the past. ·
"I think issue-oriented politics
is a good step," he said. "I don't
know anyone who could say that
people voting more thoughtfully
is a bad step.
"You can 't let the party
become more important than the
people it serves, '' he said.
D' Amours said he feels that one
group
of
issue-oriented
politicians--the extreme right
that took hold of the Panama
Canal treaty issue and wrapped it
up as a test of Americanism--may
be doing more harm for the

Gm
pus
·. Gopy · of Durham

Repu,blican party th~n g~od.
''The extreme right element is ·
powerful , but they are a
47 Mein._~t - T•. 8111-2490
minority, " D'Amours said. "Thi$
does greater harm to the ,
-Complete ~esume Service
Republican party, because as a
minority party, they have to stick
Gr,q duate Theses ~ piss!?rtat~9n~ ,
together. "
"Ready
Made
Copy'-Same
.Da;}l~ica"
Included in this group of extreme rightists is New Hampshire Gov. Meldrim Thomson,
who D' Amours said should be
voted out of office by voters this • • • • • • - - • • • • • • • • • • • • • - • •
f
ll
r
.._ •.
"Anda
if he decides
to run.
for the
Senate, which he said he might,"
D' Amours said, "I think Tom
Mcintyre will give him the
shellacking of.his life.''
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. CARRY HOME PIPING HOT
CHINESE FOODS
Please Call:
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HOURSOPEN .
seafood- steak1 spirits ·
The Oar House of Portsmouth. will be having
Audition Night every Sunday. Any interested
entertainers please contact Dick or Tony at
436-4025.

Monday 4:30 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.
Tuesday thru Thursday 11:30 a.m. to 9:00 p.m.
FridayandSaturdayll:30a.m. to1:30a.m.
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SEMESTER I PREREGISTRATION

I

April 10-April19
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Time and Room Schedules, preregistration forms
and catalogues are available now at the
Registrar's Office, Room 8, Thompson Hall.
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Undergraduates should remember that
students are not permitted to preregister
for more than 18 credits.
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·editorial----Enough of the shenanigans
Governor Meldrim Thomson made the . ultimate grandstand play' this week when he proposed
that the University System Board of Trustees be
stripped of its power to raise tuition rates. The
New Hampshire is calling the governor's bluff and
asking him to get back into the realm of reality. •
Thomson is obviously try'ing to make hi~self
look good in the eyes of New Hampshire voters.
By restraining the Trustees, Thomson is telling
every family he'll -make sure they'll be able to afford their childrens' education at the state Univer·sity. But he's doing this at the risk of the University itself.
It's much the same situation as Thomson's No
New Taxes slogan which gets dragged out of the
closet each election year. The governor insures

that the voters won't have to pay a few extra
bucks to the government each week, and then sits
back and watches as the state's roads, hospitals
and schools go to hell, because there's no money
for their upkeep.

haps it's the saddest) . is that the governor is not
trying anything new. Thomson made the same
pitch to the legislature last year, and saw the
proposal quickly and efficiently killed in the
House Education Committee.

The result of this ploy would be the same for the
University. Sure, tuition will be constant. But who
is going to want to come to a University where the
education isn't worth even the low, constant
tuition?

The time is long overdue for the governor to
give up his image compaign and start to look at •
things the way they are.

We all know that if the tuition increase (unfortunate as·it is) isn't allowed, the thing that will be
cut to make up the difference will be the things
that mean the most to students. Those things are
.:lasses, faculty and programs.
The funniest part of the whole situation '(or per-

Most intelligent people .know the governor's
proposal won't ~et far in the legislature. Most
people realize the governor has no love lost for the
University. But when the governor has to continue
staging media proposals and legislation, just to
clear himself of any wrongdoing or embarrassment, the entire situation just gets to be one big
pain in the neck.

A cut above .the rest
The University was the scene of some refreshing .
attitudes last week with the campus visits of New
Hampshire Senator Thomas Mcintyre and
Congressman Norman D'Amours. Their candor
and frankness was a pleasant switch from the
doµbletalk and rudeness we've become accustomed to in the state leadership.
Both Congressmen said what they were teeling
while at UNH last week. D' Amours especially
gave some insi~ht to the political situation in-

volving the President of the United States.
Where the state leadership has always criticized
and called names, D'Amours laid out his feelings
and information without any vindictiveness and
vitriol.
D'Amours said Friday that President Carter is in
trouble because he wasn't prepared to handle his
weighty responsibilities. The Representative mentioned factors such as insensitivity and lack of
competent ~ides as leading to the problems bet-

ween 1600 Pennsylvania Avenue and Congress.
He also mentioned the apprehension with which
the Carter people view the possible candidacy of
California Governor Jerry Brown in 1980.
What it comes down to is that New Hampshire's
Washington representatives are a cut above some
of the state legislators. Mcintyre and D'Amours
speak from experience and thought. They present
honest insight and facts.
It's a great thing to see and something we hope
tQ see a lot more of in the future.

Look for the merit
There's an interesting sitµation developing
around the proposed new student governance
format. We hope the extenuating circumstances
do not take away from the merits of the proposal.
To provide a little background, five students
and two administrators were appointed to the
President's Task Force on Student Governance last
year when the unicameral senate was disbanded
and the Academic Senate was established. The
Task Force was charged with devising a new
senate format for students.
The job was supposed to be completed by the
beginning of this semester. But the members of the
task force were not sa~isfied with thei! progres~
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Portions of the new proposal were revealed to
the Student Caucus and the press this week. Since
many of the Task Force members were
graduating, they sincerely wanted to see the
beginnings of the operation before they left UNH .
That prompted enthusiasm and a desire to put the
plan into actions as soon as possible.
The only problem was that they were overanxious. Instead of briefing the administration
and the University President on the progress of the
proposal, the Task Force members just revealed
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the _plan. Its description on today's front page is .
the first time it has been seen by many University
officials.
_
We feel the Task Force members are genuinely
interested in seeing a new format undertaken at
UNH--and soon. It would be unfortunate if a
mistake in protocol and channels were to jeopardize the hundreds of hours of work that went into
its formulation.
The question is one of credibility. Can the administrators take the students seriously after they
made a mistake? We think the answer is yes. The
students have acted honestly and sincerely, if
over-zealously. We urge the administrators to
take the proposal seriously and to weight its
merits at face value.

letters--ERA
To the Editor:
We don't need a women's movement
anY.more. Freedom of opportunity,
equal pay for equal work, assertive
role models regardless of sex: all are
realities, the ERA is a redundancy.
And militant feminists , well, face it
ladies, you're just antagonizing the
Good People. We all know that. •
- We know 1t, and it's bullshit.
Free people don't willingly choose
to be subservient. At least not when
subservience means working hard for
less pay, being the secretary instead
of the boss, the nurse instead of the
doctor, anything in place of the engineer. Unless we really believe that
women are meant to be artists and
helpers, men the technicians and
leaders. But we know better than that ;
we've been liberated ; we don 't need
the ERA.
Except maybe at the University of
New Hampshire. According to figures
released this week, approximately
equal numbers of men and women
are enrolled as undergraduates. But
while 1,119 men have cho5en majors

in engineering and the physical
-sciences, only 275 women are enrolled.
Forget that many of the highest paid
jobs now available call. for engineers
and physicists. Women aren't supposed to be physical scientists anyway . Except those 275 butch types.
Women are supposed to be nurses
an~ kindergarten teachers. N~urally ,
Tuey outnumber the men in health
studies 706, to 145. For those of you
who don't know it, health studies is
not quite p_re-med. More like Qre-nurse. _
UNH's Whittemore School prepares
students to be good business administrators . You know, administrators,
coats and ties, offices, power, money.
The men outnumber the women 924
to 364. Secretaries go to Katie Gibbs.
Somewhere out there, I hear
Phyllis Schlafly complaining, "Look,
women don't .have to be interested in
the same things as men. Be happy
so many are preparing for professions
of their choice. '' Fine, Phyllis, but how
come the less professional Associate
of Arts degree attracted 120 women
and only 61 men? On the other hand,
males dominate the graduate school,
601to360.

Maybe our traditional executive and
leadership programs just don't address themselves to women. Could
there be that unspoken message, ~·u
~ou're__fe~al_~, you don't belon~. ~ry
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down the haU at nursmg, or, Health
Studies"?
Non-conventiof!al programs -- consortium exchange special undergraduates and special graduates -- have attracted 740 women and on!v 573 men.
Are women unconventiona~. or arf:?
the conventions male?

Review -

Jay W. Simmons

Parking
To the Editor:
Well, I've been pissed a~out the
parking situation for a long time, but
now I've got enough information to
make me totally furious, so I'm
writing this letter. W~at I'd like to do
is stale some of the thmgs I see wrong,
and then offer a solution.
First, let me point out some of the
disparities between student and
faculty parking rules .. A student who
lives within one mile · of campus
<unless a resident student l . cannot
register a car. Faculty members can,
and usually do. Some of these people,
who live as far away as Faculty Road
<point four miles from T-Halll, even
drive their cars over to B-lot on sunny
days.
.
Students pay for parking privileges,
faculty do not. Now many peopl_e,
especially fa~ulty m~mbers, will
argue that this 1s part ot the remune~
ation for being on the faculty , but 1t
doesn't apply. Go to McDonald's, or
the Newington Mall, or al~o~t
anywhere and you will find that 1t 1s
the consumer, not the employee, ~ho
gets the choice parking space. Makmg
the student pay to park, a~d not t~e
teacher is exactly the opposite of this.
We seem to be working on a screw-theconsumer ethic here. I guess it helps to
prepare us for the real ~~rid .
To add insult to mJury, faculty

P.C!.~

members rarely, if ever,
parki.ng
fines while students suffer withholding
of
denial of regi_stration
loss of toilet privileges 1f they don t
pay. I've been told by a UNH police officer that there is at least one faculty
member with more than $200 in outstanding fines.
The problem is one .of need. I'm sure
. that if I took two pictures cf each
resident lot on campus, one week
apart, 30 percent of ~he cars would not
have moved. This may be an
exaggeration now th.a~ spring has
sprung, but it ~as defm1tely the case
during the wm~er. Far too many
people bring their cars to campus apd
then only use them for beer runs or to
go home for the holidays. These people
have no reason not to park in A-lot. .
1 ncm't r_.1 "'"' .:hould m•oo.o:.o:<mly
exclude freshmen and sophomores
from resident parking. So~e of them
will find a way to get thelf cars up
here. In fact there are two sopho~ores
on my floor who have iHegal resident
registrations. <Watch out.guy~, your
cover is blown. You knew I d do 10 ·
The people who shouldn't park are
the ones who don't need to park, be
they residents, commuters or faculty
members.
Enough griping, here are my
recommendations .
1 Commuters and faculty members
within a mile of campus shouldn't get
stickers. <But 1 think they should be
allowed to park in metered spaces for
short duration. There are always
emergencies or quickies l.
2 Commuters who live on Kari-van
rou.tes should not be given stickers
(facultv or student L They should,
however, be allowed to park i.n core
lots between 5 p.m. and 7 a.m. m case
of any late on-campus class or
business. This rule could also apply to
the parties in No. 1.
3. Resident students (freshmen
through grad) should only be allowed
stickers if they can prove they have an
outside job commitment <farther tha~
a mile from campus and not on a Ka~ivan route) ~n outside class commit• ment (i .e.' student teaching), · or a
disability or medical reason for
traveling often. All others who absolutely feel they have to park at UNH
can <lo so in A-lot.
_ - - ·be- bl
These three suggestions should _ a _e
' to virtually eliminate parKing problems on campus. I real~ze tha~ a
few people would lose thelf park mg
rights, but that's lhe way it goes .. Of
course 1 also realize that the solution
is simple and fair, s? ~on't hold your
breath waiting-to s.e_e 1t}!J1_£lemented.
CTsey Holt
Williamson

gr~des,

an~

Quality
To the Editor:
During a period of intense financial
burden upon the student f?r the ~du
cation and services that he is provided
. with at the University, one wonders
about the quality of edutation he recejyes,_

us"

-
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It is for this reason that the attitudes and principles of this ins~itution
need to be scrutinized and questioned:
The establishment of the Academic
Senate and the prevailing attitudes of
some of its members is a shocking example of human paranoia. Those of us
who had hoped for enl!ghtened answers from a faculty-dominated senate to the problems of higher edu~ation, instead find professors hagghn~
over the membership of P.A.T. pos1tions and whether or not student positions should be limited to one per
, department for fea~ that fiv~ political
science majors might dommate the
, forum.
These same members of the professoriat who argued vigorously for taculty authority over all matters o.f educational policy, instead of _commg to
terms with any of the real issu~s confronting the campus, have ~nstead
launched a symbolic power struggle to
prevent anyone from making decisions
about anything.
Throughout the years the proble~ of
constituency rights at UNH has 1mmobilized any attempt to conglomerate positive forces in order to meet the
needs of a growing institution.
.
The prevailing opinion among Umversity groups has been that they ~re
a single entity among a congeries
of essentially hostile interests.
The faculty have been forerunners
in acknowledging the abuses of the
system, but have immense.ly failed t?
show any sense of what might constitute the good of the whol~ to either
the administration or more importantJ!Y to the stu~en~s, for whom they
should now be setting an example of
excellence.
It is with this disillusioned attitude
, that students must ask, "Who. is responsible?" while they are contmuo~sly faced with the burden of meetmg
rising costs.
It seems that the only relief to the
problem while· the campus burns and
the faculty and trustees fiddle away,_
isthatstudentshaveincreasinglypoured
out cold cash in order to keep the heat
toa tolerable level.
DavidJ. Farnham

Blockade
To the Editor:
I am writing in reference to the article on the planned blockade of the
nuclear reactor vessel by SANE a~d
the Clamshell Alliance. As ~n avid
q:.p>nent of nuclear power usage. m~,
I would ask these two orga!11zations
to carefully reconsider the1~ pl~n~.
As an interest group, I thi~ it is
in their best interests to consider not
only the effect of their actions on the
oondruotion of SO!lbrook plant, but also

the effect on the public's opinion of
nuclear power overall. Th~y should
keep in mind the conservative nature
of New Hampshire politics and the
reception that this blockade would
have. In the words of J .S. Mills, "the
manner of asserting an opinion, even
though it may be a true one, . may
be very objectionable and may mcur
severecensure."
Although the blockade. was referred
to by SANE as "creative. civil . disobedience' it involves a direct mterTo the Editor :
ference with the business of the PSC
On behalf of the UNH Young
and would likely involve the State
Democrats, I would like to• take this
Police or Coast Guard. Unlike the ocopportunity to thank al~ those peoI?le
cupation, which.~as a peaceful demonwho participated iq makmg our two mstration symbohzmg the concern about
formal coffee hours with Senator
nuclear safety, this blockade although
Mcintyre
and
Congressman
non-violent technically, would. be se.en
D
'Amours a success.
as a destructive act, interfering with
Specifically, I would like to extend
public interests.
.
- Therefore, I believe s~ch an action my gratitude to Student Government,
Ian Wilson and MUSO, and the Area II
would accomplish very httle towards
the discouragement of nuclear power Programming Board for covering
and would serve only to cost the P~C publicity costs; to Mr. Gr.egg Sanborn
am hmce, the taxpayers more, creating for defraying expenses mcurred for
negative publicity for the no-nuke move- coffee; to The New Hampshire for
ment altogether. Perhaps SANE and , its coverage of both events; to Art
the Clamshell Alliance should c~ncen- Illman for dutifully snapping some
trate more on public education to tremendous photographs; and finally
enlighten people to the danger of nuclear to those students who participated in
power, rather tha~ trying to force both programs, by attending the coffee
hours.
their will on the public.
JodyHukee
Both Senator Mcintyre and
Congressman D'Amours indicated
their enjo:yment in having the opportunity to speak and meet_ wit~ the
many students which they did. It is often stated that "The students of the
University are its best representatives." Once again, you, the students,
nave proven that true.
· Again, thank you.
Jim Kaklamanos
To the Editor:
UNH Young Democrats
This letter concerns an important
part of college life. Realistically, it
poses a question about your values here
at UNH. Did you come to college to
mature, assume responsibilities and
test your capabilities?
Aside from schoolwork, there are
To the Editor:
many opportunities a.t UNH to i.ncrease
Why not? That's what I'd like to
your learning, experience and mvo!veknow . What legitimate reason could
ment. Would you like to be responsible
there be for not having the rate of
for a facility that has $90,000 in sal~s?
pay and amount of hours worked on
How about approving and amendmg
the University payroll checks. As an
a budget, consisting of expenses aemployee of UNH's f.in~st, Stillings
mounting to $85,000? What type of
Dining Hall, I feel this is a sho?dy
services would you recommend for
practice and needs to be changed imyour 11,000 customers? Your suc~ess
mediately.
. ,
affects a number of full and part time
Get with it Mr. Payroll, this 1sn t
employees as well as the enjoyment
the Stone Age!
.
of your customers.
Coni:;ta~tine J. Moundalex1s

Democrats

MUB

Sauna
To the Editor:
If ·Hunter gets a sauna, I live in
Sawyer and I want one too. If installing a sauna in Hunter Hall next
semester is Dave Bianco's answer to
the financial crisis effecting UNH
students I have a question to ask.
Have vo'u thoul!ht about whaL:vou're
going to install in every other resi·~ h<ill."" fu- piease--ttie pleasure JJinc:iple
of all those students? Dave, the
irrational person will fail to obtain his
objectives.
Jack Stinson
Sawyer Hall
Former Area II resident

The MUB Board of Directors offers
these rewarding opportunities. It also
directs an important facet of extra
student activity. There are fo~ stud~nt
positions available on the bo~rd, which
are filled by a student election. If you
participate in other areas, or have a
hard time finding a few extra hours
a iweek, the least you can do is .stop
by the MUB Senate Room Ap~1l 6,
at 6:30 p.m. and donate ~ne m~n~te
of your time to vote. You will be givmg
someone else a chance to witlen their
college experience. Yo1:1r vote i~ also
an investment of your interest m the
pub.
. .
If you find this matter trivial, I
have a suggestion. First. do not bother
complaining about the pub next year.
Steve Lopilato
·
President Mub Pub
Board of Directors

Pu~

Pay

To the ~di tor:
On reading the review of thl; lJNH
Dance Theater p(•rformance in the
l<'ridav. March 24 i!:isue of Ille Ne\.\.
Hompsftir·<:>. l .was grt>ally sur.p nse<J
at not onlv tlw 111competency ol Matt
Vil;;'s ailility to review a da~cc•
product ion. but al : his. alt it .urle '.~".l11~L
displavt•d :m oftens1vc 1gn.01.111cC'
toward dance and dance techn1qw'. a:.
well. There are man,v instanCl'S that
illustrate this lack of Ut.1derstandmg.
Thl' f'irsl and most obvious l'X<1mpk•
is in his description of the structure ol
Ow Prol!ram. in which Vita staled.that.
"the first half had two modern pieces,
while the second half V.·as '!.collag<' 01
jazz. or ·showbiz· numbers: The shO\
\,as actuilll:">' divided . into l hrt'l' sect ions. and obviomd:-.· Vita docsn I kno\\
lh<' difference between mor!Prn-l>allPt
and modern dance.
.
Roberts's
in describing Judy
modC'rn-halkt, danced to Vivaldi 's
··Four Seasons... Vita strongly
n•ve;1led his Jack of, knowledgt> con , cerning dance techniqu~. _He said of
· "Fall" that the "leap~ c11d 1~0! .~(:~ to~>
high" -- there arc IHI !Pap~ 1'.~ .~Lill >
Vila feels that the danC'l'rs 111 Wint<'J
should onlv dancl' nnd not ad• but he
doesn't understand that ii is a eharac tC'r dance. Whal would happen to the•
h··fl<'I "Hom('o and Julie1·· ir !lw d<.m i·~~rs siniply dancPd without ;1ssum111~
tht' chara('tcrs of llw . I"':~ slruC'k
heros" lie said the "Spr111g \Vas th''
ht!st segment, but coulrl only sa~· so
because of his own fogg:-.· <'XP<'<'l<lt iom
ol what dance is. 11 is lhl' mos•
:raditional rl;mcl'. and ht> fC'll that.
.. tlw women at least lookl•d likl· clan .,
''l'rs" onlv lwcaus<' llw.v wc•r<' dr<>ssPI!
in pink .· and th(' lofty. upward
movenil'nts signifying lresl11wss :111d
grPwlh w!'r<' rnon• hallPl1e lhan llw
other sect ions. 11<' also said tlwt .1ht·~·
worl' toclcss shoes - :i d;111<:t'r t'_lllwr
\\'!'ars shoes or dm•sn·t. Tlwr<' '~ no
su('h thing as a tcwl<•ss shoe'. I h<'h<•vt'.
lw was referring lo till' f;id th;il lht·~
didn't work e11 poi11l1>.
.. Spring" was p<•rlwps tlw v,:l'akt>. ·t
of the four sections at the dres~ reh~ar
: ,al pcrformanc·l' iallhough this i.s11 '.
t1·ue of Thursd<iy's op<•n1ng .. 111gh1
1 prt1dudion1. and l w;is.~1psl't. lo l~nd rn:
llll'llf ion or ··Slllllllll'I" \\·h1<'11 IS I h
1111\SI difficult COllC'Pnlill~! lt•dnllq\11 .
; ;11d wm.. cl;;m·c•cl Y<'r~· \\'<•II lh<1 .t d;i _
\.
111 describing till' jazz port11u1 ol ti•••
-;how. Vila mad!' l'<fllilll:V .:is 111;111 v
l;ils<' :"H-cusal ions of t IH• PH'l'<'S a~ •·'.
1wrfm·nwrs . HI' said llJ:it " l><ilWI,,
Man" - was p<•rf11rm<'d by .Johrl lu But'i<'t anrl .)Nin Brown. "« ml
r!'si•ml>lc•d th<' tPlevision :HI lor ·~•1 p11111 ' whid1 ;;ppt•ar(•d on•r NPw 'r o1~
'-l<ilions . ·· Tliis no! 011 1:-· 111s111~1<ilPS 1.11.11
llw chon'ogrnph:v was ;m 11111t;;t11111.
1\·l11ch ii wasn ·1. hut 111on• 1111porl <illl l\:
r!'infon'<'S Vita's ignor;;JlC<' lo\1 ;;nl
1!Nil J.>ance ... it was .ll'an J\.laltox. ll(lt
.!t•an Brown who did th(• sofl sho<•. Th is
is a disnedit lo holll tc;H'hC'r an.d
choreograph(~rs.
as ii
rlot's ll l
;wknmdPdg<' eilh<'r ol. tlw111 <i." l! l·
rliv1d1mls. or rPSpl•cl t lwir <'Xpl'rt It'<' l rt
llWll' ar<>a of cl<ine<'. .lp;m M;;tlll\. i ~- ;;
jau d;onepr/t(•<1ch(•r/d1on•ngr:;ph<'!'.
whill' .h•;u1 lfrown works w1lh Modp•·tt
ll:ilH'('.
.
Vita 's interprel;;l1011 ol tlw plol 11.
tlw "'()r(';lm ·1-falll't '" \\'iiS lll('OITI'• l.
;itld lw didn ·1 ('\"Pll 111e11t ion Oil<' ol .0•1•
. SI rong(•st ;;nd llHiSI clifli~"llll lll ;di I It'
d;;nt:('S ... StC';111wcl H<•at . Nor did h
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I ;i1l1 not S<i~· ing th<• p<'rlonn:u ·<'
•r;,s ;; su1wrb displ;i~· ol 1111' .l ' n"· ,..
,,,,.. s l'<ip;;hilil1t's 1 ll'lt. as I rn _s
11:"i11\ of t lw d:ill\"('l"S ;;11d I Pl'hll" . I
.,. 1..,,· di>, th:;I \\.PdlH'Sd:i .\ ·s prod1wl 1: 11 1
.,,;~. llH>r<' th;;i1 u1n•\·p11. Tlw l:ict I!- .
<l\\°('\l'I". lh;;I ii w:ts ;; dn•ss r<>her: ·1l
· 1i:il \ 'it;; h;.;st•d his n•vtP\\ on .. l "''l
,i1 .i .,· 1nJ.~. as lw s;i1cl ... profpss11 Hh1
.,1;;;1d:irds." 111 do111g so. 1<Jlll'St11111 l\\"li
.;,..pt•cfs of !his . fo1111d;;tio11: I ' \\ ~1 a r.
uin•s him tlw nght lo r<'\"H'I' ;, <1 11-s~
;ehearsal while consfdermg _ it ·.: 11
1
1pP11i1W pf'rtornt:itH'f': .:mrr---:!1 '' ~'':' '
111·11f<•ssion:;i st<ind;;nls dot's;; lTtt ll
.. 111 pl•>.,. wlu•n I\(• Dll\· 1ousl~ . kn1 ·\\ •
o1o1:l :• ,•J.! :il>nut whal Ill' is n•\.ll'\\" 1 •·
\ :•,, ,!id llO l b;il'k lip OIH' Sf;;f(•l) ol' ii
wi Ih l'OlllT<'I P knm,·(('dgp nf t hP ;; rt
I ;;111 lurlh<•r t'<•1 1l11s1•d 1-:, TIJ, · ,'\;, · ''!r1111po;/1i,-;•. Hilo\\ i11g such :111 i111-.11 11
1•11 ! cri1 ''llfl' 111 1,.. pr•n11·i/
I It ·I
I ., , d1:-., .I;, \ ·•I /hltll" .i•l\ll"ll . .ll.- ! 11 o11d
1
.,· !:;, f'••JllT :--llt>llld l"l'C tlllS' ""!° .·Ill!
.. , " '' : 11 · wl :; . '. .. rl":i<•\1 <H:l uall ·
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Thanks
To the Editor:
Just a quick note of thanks to M:.
Rick Mills for his letter of 3/31 : H
was totally unexpected. greatly elatI~g.
and fully appreciated. It was a kmd
thought and a kinder deed.
'
Bob Finegold

•
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Horrigan combines polit_ics, teaching

He was in his twenties.
So was she.
Both were Catholic,. unmarried,
prayerful, creative.
Both cared about people
and cared for them.
How come he never thought
of the priesthood?
How come she never thought
of being a nun?
No one ever asked me:'
they said.
11

Is this your story?
No one ever asked you?
, Well, we're asking.

-- Mail Coupon Jodayl ---------------1-32
Please send information on:

D Diocesan Priests D Religious Priests
D Brothers D Nuns D Lay Ministries

City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State _ _ _ _ _ _ Z I P - - - - -

VOCATIONS COMMITTEE/SUPREME COUNCIL.

KPIGHTS

OF

COLUIDBUST

HORRIGAN
continued from page 2
building of a six million dollar
Durham Point refinery, designed
to process 400,000 barrels of crude
oil every day.
''We ·got -wind of the oil refinery propo.5al in early November
.i:if 1973,'' said Horrigan.
"Strange-looking real estate
men were trying to buy up
a great deal of land. They told
people various stories of what
the land was going to be used
for,'! said Horrigan.
"Finally a reporter from Public
Occurrences, a local newspaper,
noticed tqat the options were
running in a straight line from
Rye to Durham Point. It looked
like the set-up for an oil refinery." said Horrigan.
·
Horrigan and other opponents
of the refinery formed an organization called Save our Shores
(SOS) to stop the construction,
in spite of opposition from Gov.
Meldrim Thomson and Manchester Union Leader publisher
William Loeb, who both supported the project.
.
''The governor wanted the refinery. He was going to pass
a special bill to avoid local
zoning laws,'' said Horrigan.
Durham Point · is zoned ior
farms and single-family residences, but not for industry. The
refinery could not be ouilt unless
the zoning_ ordinance was changed.
"At that time, we were in the
middle of the oil crisis and we
didn't think we could stop Onassis.
It was like waking up every
morning with a black nightmare,"
said Horrigan.
_
SOS was concerned that underwater pipelines could rupture and
ruin a sizeable portion of the
state's fishing and touring industries.
"My principle concern was the
financial ond of the refinery. I
had great doubts that the Onassis
Corporation could pay for it. His
company was dying financially.
It looked like they were using
this -as a last ditch attempt to
save the company," he said.
"My suspicions later proved to
be correct."
1Jnass1s 's ciream of a multimillion dollar oil refinery on
Durham Point never came true

,................................................
New Haven, CT 06507
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thanks to the efforts - of.- the
SOS.
"Dudley Dudley introduced a
home-rule bill that protected us
at state level,'' said Horrigan.
The home rule bill, written by
then-state representative Dudley,
who is also a Durham resident,
required local approval before
an oil refinery could be built
i. any community, he said.
In spring of 1974, the Durham·
town meeting voted down the Onas:
sis refinery 1,254-144,-- and the
Legislature touowed smt, reJecting the proposal by a better than
2-1 margin.
Horrigan's participation in the
campaign against the oil refinery
was his first political involvement. It was not to be his last.
After the oil refinery fight
Horrigan was elected to the New
Hampshire legislature. Horrigan
says he went into state politics
because of his interest in the
environment and his desire to
improve it.
During his first term .in the
Legislature, Horrigan sponsored
bills giving tax credits and other
incentives to New Hampshire
residents who used energy-savinl!
devices such as solar heat or
windmills in their homes.
But apart from these mitial
minor successes in passing energy
legislation in the state, Horrigan
says he is disappointed with the
lack of stricter energy laws in
the state.
"The last two seasons of the
Legislature haven't been productive for legislation," he said ..
"We've had little success in
passing new major laws."
Ombua'sman
Heidemane
Sherman, a · UNH economics
teacher, said of Horrigan, "He's
been consistently involved. Going
to the legislature is a· big sacrifice.
It makes great demands on your
timo and the rewards are very
small.''
Horrigan combines his active
political life with full teaching
responsibilities.
"I like teaching. I'm a very
quiet, and reserved person, and
I like to have an audience," he
said. "I can't conceive of myself
as being anything else. I like it
now better than ever. The stu-

dents are the same age as my
own children."
Horrigan has tau~ht at UNH
for 12 years, concentrating on
accounting and financing. · But
when he isn't teaching business
~dministration or fulfilling his
legislative responsibilities, he
says that he likes to read and
write science fiction.
Horrigan appears to be both
a practical businessman and an
abstract thinker, a philosopher:
He says that sometimes it is
hard to keep the two personalities
separate. For example, some of
Horrigan's students say that he
is a teacher who is more chncerned with theories than actual
oractice.
Chuck Walker~ a student of
Horrigan's said, "He teaches
theory more than practicality.
J.Ie's a theoretical individual.''
Another student, who wishes to
remain anonymous said, "I
thought he was spacy. I thought
he really cared about helping
kids though. He did everything
he could. He wasn't the most
informative teacher, but I liked
him."
"I think he comes across as
such a kind man to everyone.
He's a very thoughtful and concerned person," said Heidimarie
Sherman,
a
colleague of
· Horrigan's.
"He never gets in a bad mood,"
said Glenn Hardman, a student
of Horrigan's. "One day he came
into class and said, 'I'm in such
a bad mood today', but he never
even acted upset.''
Another student described
Horrigan as very low-key.
.Perhaps Horrigan's apparent
calm is a result of the fact that
he does not consider himself to
be a worrier.
·"I don't worry abotit myself.
I've already lived a fultlife." · .
But While Horrigan does not
worry about himself, he does
fret ·about the fate of the world.
"I'm deeply disturbed by the
world we're leaving for all of
you. I feel the prognosis for the
long run of this society is very
gloomy. I haven't found any
evidence to dissuade myself,"
said Horrigan.

..Some people think Army Nursing is the rifle range
and pulling K..P. It's really amazing bow little
they know."
·
-Lieutenant Mary Ann Hepner

..Though I'm an Anny Nurse, I can also. pursue outside
interests like dress-designing and sailing.
..One of the pluses of Army Nursing is the nature of
the nurse/patient relationship. I don't treat patients like
numbers..· I follow their progress, I visit them afta- the
acute part of their illness is over. They are so appreciative.
It's really part of a nurse's job to help the patient through
an illness.
..To me, it's an important job . . . My family is very
proud of me. I'm the first person in the family to join the
military.
..The Anny is a place of self-discovery. It's a total
learning experience."
If you'd like to join Mary Ann Hepner in the Army
Nurse Corps, here are a few facts you should know. Army
Nursing is open to both men and women, -:inder the age
33, with BSN degrees. Every Army Nurse is a commis~
sioned officer .
· You are not required 10 go through the Army's
standard basic training: instead you attend a basic orientation course. Your initial tour is three years-just enough
to try the job on for size.
For more information about opportunities for Registered Nurses in the Army, Nurse Corps, you may write:
Army Nurse Opportunities, Northeast Region, U.S. Army
Recruiting Command, Fort George G. Meade, MD 207SS .
Or, you may telephone the nearest Army Nurse
Opportunities office. Call collect to ...
In Boston: 617-542-6000, Ext. 122
In New York: 212-986-7613
In Pittsburgh: 412-644-5881
In Philadelphia: 215-597-9588
In Baltimore-Washington, D.C.: 301-677-5001
Ask for information about ...

The Army Nurse Corps
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Seabrook

.reside~ts
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Computer Services
Users Meeting

discuss nuke plant

SEABROOK
.continued from page _3

Walton. "There are -hazards in
anything."
"We've got to have energy
from somewhere,'' said a 76year-old resident. "There's a
nuclear power plant in Connecticut, and I haven't heard of any
trouble there.''
"PSC has not planned an
evacuation plan in case of
disaster. The · life of a nuclear·
plant is only 20 years, and they
don't even have water now,'' said
opponent Titone.
The town of Seabrook voted to
withhold water rights to the PSC
for the plant, but has extended
them until April 14. The plant
needs 50,000 gallons a day to continue construction.
There are also people 'Yho are
apathetic and reactionless about
the plant's construction ...
"Sometfmes f'in for it, and
sometimes I ain't," said parttime fisherman and fireman
Clarence Fowler. "My objection
is that the PSC promises a lot and
doesn't come through--they do
about what they want.''
Amesbury, Mass, resident Joe
Lehane said he "hadn't given the
nuke plant any thought.''
Fishing boat owner Les Eastman points to a shallow point of
the Seabrook harbor- where two
metal cranes point upward from
the dredging site.
"Just from an ecology point of
view, I think everyone must be
opposed to it. It's an eyesore. It
will ruin this.,'

Thursday, April 6th
2:30 P.M., Room 13B
Dimond Librarv

·-...

~_,All UniYcrsi1y and Community us,;~ " V'

of the DECsystcmlO arc welcome. Meet 'vith
CS s1aff 1o discuss compu1cr 1opics of
~cncral interest. l{cqucsts for specific
J <cprescn1ations accepted in ad\'ancc. Contact
John Simon at 862-2a2a, MIOI Kinasbury. __

----,~ - - "'·--·

...

,

Some Seabroq)c area residents express concern about the _
effects of the nuclear plant on the fishing ground. (Art
Illman photo)

MARCH OF DIMES
WALK-A-THON
Sunday, April 9
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TBS moves to bigger and better
By Barbara Scott
Last night's 14th Annual
Meeting of the Theater by the Sea
was essentially an attempt to
gain public support for the
theater which will be moved from
its present location on Ceres
Street to a large warehouse on
Bow Street in Portsmouth by fall ,
1979.
The most important reason for
the move to larger facilities is
that the tiny 98-seat theater cannot at present, sufficiently meet
the needs of the community.
Geoff Clark, President of' the
Board of Trustees of Theater by
the Sea, said, "We are turning
away thousands of patrons, now.
We want to be able to serve these
people.''

This . is the tiny 98 seat TBS at present. It is so small
that It has been called a "sidewalk."

The theater's service to the
community was stressed. Since
1974, it was estimated that the
theater has generated over five
million dollars in the seacoast
area by attracting theater-goers
to spend money in restaurants.

bars, and in other businesses.
Though the theater is now
financially in the black, it would
soon be in debt if it remains at its
present location on Ceres Street.
The theater depends 50 per cent
on contributions and grants, and
50 per cent on box office sales.
With only 98 seats, the theater
cannot hope to meet rising
production costs.
The warehouse , which has
already been donated to the
theater, once renovated, will seat

Clark said, "We put over $1
million dollars a vear into the
economy . We feel it's only right tc
get community support."
Elliot Norton, called the Dean
of American Theater Critics,
spoke to the crowd of about 250
people
gathered
in
the
Warehouse Restaurant.
He gave an inspirational
history of Regional Theater in
America, sprinkling his speech
with amusing anecdotes about
great stage actors and actresses.
200-300.
He pointed out that Regional
Clark said, ''The move is essential if we are to remain the onlv Theater was born to keep theater
professional theater north of alive on a professional level. All
Regional Theaters, he said, had
Boston."
The warehoiuse, a nineteenth humble beginnings, struggling to
century brewery, will cost about survive. Theater by the Sea was
$450,000 to renovate, but tQtal no exception.
"The patent," Norton said, "is
costs of the move will run about
to start small and to prove your$550,000.
The theater's main resources self in the little theater."
He noted that Theater PJ t~~
are its "family": trustees, staff
major individuals and corporate ~ea had started out small, but is
pledges, members, friends and now expanding, for which it must
be commended.
community gifts.

This

Fear Of

is unpressed
and_calm

phoning
I have phono~hobia; the fekr that I am just a microscopic
organism within the vast nervous system of telephones and
telephone lines which could care a bean if I really exist or
not. Excep t when it comes to paying the phone bill. Then the
en tire nervous system is alerted to hunt me down by name,
Social Security number, and probably even genotype.
Otherwise, I am totally anonymous. I could be left on the
limbo of "hold" forever, and the system wouldn't even miss
me. lt would p rouaoly aboorb rnP ·like some scurvy little
germ , and that would be it.
But while I am still alive, I yvould like just once to make a
phone call without the fear of being chastized ·by some
anonymous voice accusing me of being digitally incomcompcten t. I alr~ady know I'm digitally incompetent. I'm an
English major.
But I find it degrading to be told that by somebody I don' t
even know--somebody who sounds as if they have told me
that a million times, then apologizes with a certain amount
of pre-recorded gle~. It makes me feel like such a nincompoop.
For Example;
(sound of an eggbeater mixing cement) "IIIIIIIIII'm sorry.
But the number you have reached is not in service.
PLEASE dial for assistance ... This is a recording from
Dovah, New Hampshah ... "(cue the eggbeater, 3gain.)
Funny thing was, I was calling Tuckahoe, NY, not Dover.
I was beginning to think that I would need more assistance than just an operator, if this foolishness continued.
I even thought of doing a train right from- th~ tracks. But I
had to call my grandmother in Tuckahoe first, ·· so I tried
calling some anonymou~ operator for aid;
(Empty clanging of cables as if over some immeasurable distance . Missions of indistinguishable little voices yakking
and jabbering. A sinister computer-like voice cuts in.)
"IIIIIIIIII' m sorry .• But the number you have dialed, 'and
here's the terrifying part) ... O..... does NOT exist. PLEASE
dial again or call for assistance ."
t began to question my own existence. What did the Great
Nervous System care if I got through to congratulate my
grandmother on cleaning up in the Golden Ager's poker
game? Did my grandmother even exist?
l gritted my teeth and began to dial, again.
Just once, l thought, I'd like to hear a familiar voice dump
on me. How about;
(voice of Monty Hall) "IIIIIIIII'm sorry, but had you dialed
the CORRECT number, you would have gotten through.
(booby-prize horn) You lose! (click)
Or even better;

(voice of Don Rickles) "Hey, chump. They always told me
you had the I.Q. of an amoeba. Well, you did it, again,
knucklehead. YOU made a BOO BOO. (click)
At leas t being degraded by someone familiar would make
phoning a little more persona l and a little less frigh teni ng.

room

By Brendan DuBois.
"We feel that The Press Room
~~- - acceptable to . everybody
because we try to create an unhassled atmosphere," said Finn
Connell , co-owner and cooperator of The Press Room , a
pub on 77 Daniel Street in Portsmouth.
Laughing, Connell expiafoed·
how The Press Room , located on
Daniel Street in Portsmouth, got
its name.
"Both my partner Jay Smith
and I were itinerant media persons_. . We discovered after many
years · of bashing our fingers at
the typewriters that there was
no money in that direction. So we
opened a pub."
Connell is a bearded, amiable
man, obviously correct in his
statement.
The Press Room is unhassled
and unpretentious. Its interior is
wood and brick, decorated with
musical instruments and numerous beer bottles and steins on the
walls. The tables · are of rou@hewn wood, surrounded by mismatched chairs.

The Pressroom offers an intimate atmosphere .with pleasant music a~d plenty to drin~ <Brendan DuBois photo)

1. In -the movie Citizen Kane, what was the name of Kane's
mansion?
2. How many Academy Awards did Citizen Kane win?
3. What was the name of the cafe run by Humphrey Bogact
.
in the movie Casablanca?
4. In the same movie, what is the name of the cafe run by
Signor Ferrari? · ' ·
·
5. In the 1954 movie The Wild One, what is the name of the
motorcycle gang heade~ by Johnny (Marlon Brando)?
6. Name Humphrey Bogart's first and last movies.
7. What movie has won the most Academy Awards?
8. What is the name of James Bond's wife, who is killed
shortly after their marriage?
9. How many actors have played the role of James Bond?
10. Name them.

The Press Room
is unhassled
and unpretentious •••

Wicked Hard Question of the Week:
What is the name of the baby born to Rosemary in the
1968 movie Rosemary's Baby?

The Press Room atmosphere is
simple yet friendly. At times, it
gets raucous when a visiting rug-.
by team comes by to slake its
thirst. The rustic interior also
aioow ia8o"M gives a sense of history.
The Press Room's name is
'.Aquanq a2ioa~ 'uaA!N P!At?Q 'A.Iauuo:J ue(}s ·01
aptly subtitled "a music pub".
mo::1 "6 Some
form of musical entertaino:rnia esaia4.i ·g ment is ~ffered Tu~sday through
(6S'6l) SJE:>SQ 111..{HM '.mH-uag '!.. Sunday night, ranging from "Th
(9S'6 I) ll":I 1ta11i .lapA.VH a71J_
Illegal Aliens" to "Lunch At The
(0£61) JVL[J. a>tn s,ltvmpvo.J.g ·9 Dump" and "The Arm and Ham
s1aqa"M ">f:>EIH a4.i ·g mer String Band." . A complete
calendar of musical events is
10llEd (}nm al{.l ·y,
available at The Press Room.
.u e:>!Jawy ~}E:) S,)P!"M '£ Th~ menu is simple. Beer,
auoN
wine, and soda fill one's liqui~
· npeuex·r refreshment needs. There are no
mixed drinks. Its "Bill of Fare'
SN3MSNV consists of sandwiches, pizza,
and an occasional soup, stew, o
chowder special. Prices range
from $1.25 to $3.60.
Answer to last week's Wicked Hard Question:
Connell also described business
The first five players elected to the Baseball Hall of
as " excellent " and said ''We
Fame w ere: Ty Cobb, Babe Ruth, Honus Wagner,
don't try to foist an atmo~pher
Christy Ma thewson and Walter Johnson (1936)
·
or something on the people. W
just have a place with no has
sles. "
An accurate description of
comfortable pub.

·z
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Bermuda police crooners charm
and captivate UNH full house

The Bermuda Police Choir made a lot of cold weather dwellers long for the sunny
skies and warm beaches·of Bermuda. (Larry Lindquist photo)
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By Janice T. Bourqµe
"If you're going to do
something clandestine in Bermuda, do it now." That is, when
26 Bermuda police officers and
their superintendent sing their
way across the United States as
the Bermuda Police Choir.
Thomas Fisher, a UNH entymologist, made that statement
not to provoke illegal acts on the
beautiful Caribbean Island, but
rather to exhibit his excitement
over the performance of the choir
Monday night.
Upon visiting the island, Dr.
Fisher came across this group of
singing policemen and agreed to
act as their "Ambassador of
Good Will" in arranging for a
visit to UNH.
The performance began with a
selection of religious songs before
a full house of people associated
with the surrounding police
departments and their families.
A blend of bass, baritone, and
tenors rocked the spirituals
through rich arrangements of
"Angels Meet Me at the
Crossroads,'' "Ride the Chariot,''
and the ever-popular, "Rock-amy-Soul."
The ma iority of the songs were
performed a cappella, that is,
without musical accompaniment.
A special piece entitled
"Homeward" captured the sentimental quality of an individu~l

anticipating the shores of his
country again. The melodic song
was composed by Dr. Fisher
during his stay in Bermuda.
The Bermuda Choir sang a
wide variety of musical hits
Calypso-light sea songs breezed
in to lighten the heavy at mosphere created by th e
spirituals.
The image of an island
paradise, bathed in bright colors
was created by the calypso num
ber ''Yellow Bird''. Banana tree~
and lazv afternoons beckoned th(
UNH audience as the performanc
ended with a dreamy melod.
of "Bermuda in Another-World. ';
The Bermuda Police ChoiI
deserved the credit it received
during a unexpected exchange o
gifts between the group and the
police departments from thr
Durham area. Singing mainly fo
charitable organizations and i11
stitutions, the policemen com
prising the group practice in theL
spare time. This is a perfec
example of men serving thei
community in two ways as thf
same unified team.
Since the choir is formed stric
tly from members of the Ber
muda Police Department, credi
must be given to the source o
' talent the group possesses. The
Bermuda choir takes their musk
seriously for the enjoyment oi
others and themselves.

Short people got good reasons
Rien Poortvliet and Wil Huygen
have compiled a 212-page information guide about these little
people. Together, Poortvliet and
Huygen do for gnomes wnat D1.
David Reuben did for sex, except
they use color illustrations.
Poortvliet, the most popular
illustrator in the Netherlands,
leaves no page untouched by his
skillful hand. The result is a
few steps above Walt Disney,
bringing the book to life.
Huygen, a Dutch physician
wrote the text in such a way
that, at times, it is hard to

By Sue Movsesian
Thanks to some good public
relations work and an un1rnown
named SIIUW Whito (obvion~ly
a stage name), most people know
what a dwarf is.
Without St. Patrick's Day, the
luck of the Irish, and .other such
blarney, leprechau~~ _would b~
unheard of. And, if it weren t
for the The Wizard of Oz,
munchkins would still be stuffed
in L. Frank Baum 's mind instead of a Dunkin Donuts box.
But what about gnomes?
After twenty years of research,

determine what is fact and what
is fiction.
Gnomes ("Leven en Werken
· Van der Kabouter") is a book
uf lcgcndo and fahrir::ited data
concerning every aspect imaginable of a gnome's life. For instance, a gnome is seven times
stronger than a man. He has
95 million sensory smell cells,
as compared to a human's 5
million. Baldness and heart
attacks are unknown in the gnome
world.
.
There are remedies for diarrhea, insomnia, flatulence, and
the common cold.
The gnome, a nocturnal being,
is respectful of people, animals,
and nature, but, like everyone
else, he has his share of enemies,
namely trolls and snotgurgles . .
These repulsive creatures take Paula Power and Mike Stacy, both UNH Seniors will
satanic . pleasure in torturing be presenting a senior project, "At Your Feet, G.B.S.".a 30-year correspondence between. Mrs. Beatrice Patrick
harmless gnomes.
"A favorite troll pasttime is to Camplfell and George Bernard Shaw. The show will
hold the captured gnome against oe performed on April 6 & 7 at 8:00 p.m. in Hennessey
a revolving grindstone ... :Or to Theater in Paul Arts. Admission is $.50. (Art Illman
hold the gnome so close to a photo)
flame that he catches fire. He
is then thrown from troll to
troll--the trick is to- put out the
flame with their sweaty hands !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!·Calendar!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~
without burning themselves."
In the final chapter, the authors
interview Tomte Haroldson, a Tuesday, April 4
· 379 year-old gnome, "one of the
· gnomes we often talked to during
· our research.''
Haroldson reprimands humans
in general for their lack of a Bonanza Week-Scandanavian Folk Tales, Story Theater.
4 p.m. in Hennessey Theater. $.75.
harmonious existence.
"All of us come from the WUNH 91.3 F.M.-Classical Music with Steve Woodward.
universe and the earth--indeed,
6-8 ~.m.
you people say it yourselves:
'Of dust man was made, and
to dust will he return!' Of course,
we'll all return to the universe
and the earth. But we have remained true to our origins, while Wednesday, April 5
you haven't. Our relation with
the earth rests on harmony, yours
rests on abuse--abuse of living
and dead matter."
Bonanza Week-Puppet Show, 8 p.m. Hennessey Theater.
Gnomes, published by Harry
$.75.
N. Abrams of New York, is the
first book in the company's 27- WUNH 91.3 F.M.-Women's Music with Patti Morrison.
year history to make the New
10-11 p.m.
York Times bestseller list. In
· fact, it has remained there for
eighteen weeks (presently holding
at number five on the non-fiction
list, which says something for Thursday, April 6
the realism of the book).
Gnomes was such a hit that
the publisher failed to make enough copies to satisfy the tre- Music School Scholarship Concert-Featuring Joe Williams,
mendous demand. If you were
jazz vocalist, former member of the Count Basie Orcheslucky enough to catch it when
tra. Granite State Room, MUB, admission $.75.
I it first appeared in the stores, Bonanza Week-Aesop's Fables, a musical involvement. you would have saved yourself
8 p.m. in Hennessey Theater. Admission $.75.
almost three dollars because the
sly publisher upped the price
from $14.95 to $17.50 after seeing
what a prize he had.
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Little people are easy to overlook, but this book 1sn·t.
(Art Ill man photo)
.
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Cool-Aid is a hot-line,
drop-in center located
across from Stoke in the_
basement of
Schofield House or at
2-2293.

Thoinson
nl'ove called
political
ploy
TUITION
continued fr0m page 1

-LIKE WALKING?
·WALK-A-THON (MARCH OF DIMES),
SUN· APRIL 9th Starts at Snively
Information available from
dorm governments
or call

. ded that he would encourage a·
movement to kill it in the House
Education Committee.
Reaction among the trustees tc'
the governor's remarks range(
from surprise to indifference
Few had heard of the proposal,
and fewer still were willing to
comment on it. Most see~d
willing to hold their opinions until
the governor makes a concrete
proposal to the state legislature.

Chris Mott, Peter Lane 862-1296

Time.

Sponsored by I.F .C. Greek Counsel and
Pan. Hell (UNH Frats and Sororities) :

·L ONDON

Money~

8250
Tues., Wed., Thurs.,

CHARTERS TO EUROPE
Paris
Frankfurt
Shannon

We need all
you can

April4, 5, 6

spare~ ·

6:30&8:30

Rome .
Athens
Zurich

8329
8319
8269

Blood.

FRANKLIN
THEAT E

Roundtrip Airfare
from Boston via Pan Am

8379
8399
8369

''Black and White in Color''

.a:

. Red Cross
counting
. . . on you.

... an academy award-winning foreign film!
Fri., Sat.,

April 7,

8

0;30 &8;40

Henry Winkler
in
35MainSt.
Across from Post Office

Tel. 868-5970

''HEROES''

cla$sified ads
cars for _sale
rnn Ford Mavcriek. automatic 4 Door, nrw

1957 Chrysler Windsor 4 door, good shape.
Excellent running condition. $970.-00 or best

offer_ Call 868-7419. 4/11

1970 Chevelle ?.-door hardtop . 75.00 original
miles. New exi1aust svstem . New snow tires.
307 automatif', power steering. $3:iO negotiable
Call 659-3929. 4721

_.

front tin•s . Good shape with little rusl.
67.00<l miles . $1100. ncgntiableCaU Arni after
1!174 Vega, :i:l,000 miles. engme in good.conrhl p Ill . 120/ I :36:J-.Jfi:!().4/7
___ _
tion. a little rust on one door. asking $900.
1!170 VVv Bug. engine only :JO,()()() mi . New
but will negotiate. Call 2-11-t:l and ask for
fend(•rs. paint. running hds . rear window , B('.lla 4/ lj ___ ... __
-·--· __ . __ _
def.. trailt>r hitch. ski rack. Best offer. Call
· For Sale: i961Ford van Pick-up-;-6cYf.
Wc-ndy: P':..· 11· ;;1\;, '.•:·;n; .. .!-..:.1~~ ·
new trans. rebuilt susp. varnished plywood
for bed. $600/1964 Ford/ Fisher-Alum .
19il Triumpth TR6, man~on. convt, 4 spd. cap
body, 6 cvl. new trans . shock. 7:00 x 16
medurnicatlv excellent. immaculate inter- Mif'hPlin
radials. snow chains $800. Bass
ior. some ru~t I will I ix ' · hu~ ·i 11g a 280 Z. need -!cJ_LO 10-~peed
. Alu_ frame, all aluminum
the cash. hPsl offer. Kick 32:! Hti!l-!J8ll4 ~ / 14
machinery. New pirelli 28 x 1 1/4 inch tires,
For - sale: 1971 VolkswagenSqua1:eba-ck . wnec1s recem1y l'>atanceo :i;11111. Call James
Snow anu summer tires included. Excellent 742-:32114/ 11
.
reliable engine_ Will need some body work. 1970 OPEL- KADETT- W AGON. 83,000 mi
Call Karen at 862-2323 days and :i:>2-9278 Good Shape Starts well. 6 radials Incl. 2
eveninl!s $600 4/4
snows $650 or Best offer . Call Ian Campbell
Need RELIABLE transportation? Air- 749-3494 after 6 p~ m. 4/4
·
Conditioned Bonneville, Auto, p.s., p.b., runs
like a charm and looks good too: Welf main- 1973 VW KOMBI van, 80,000 miles, new
tained 1966. Mist green with Vinyl top. Only r radial snow tires, tape deck, carpeted, runs
~ell; $2500 or best offer. 742-9529 4/11
$600. Call Jim 1207) 363-5573. 4/14 _ .

.

i97loaisun-;-ed!it1. good i·unl1lng -condition,
needs bodv work. Pnce negotiable. For more
details af <2071 698-l!ln af!cr 5 p.m . or
2_.~o~_<;l!l.,v:; . 4/7._ ____ ·- ___ ___:_ _____'
Subaru Wag. '71 one owner Mich. Radials
Good Mech . cond. Some rust. 35-40 MPG .
W.F~~~.Y§__8~N.2Q1,_ ~eek~1J!is_~-~1§,_4i.7

MBG. 1971 , Needs work. Best offer over

$%0. Am selling NOW, It's dark freen with
v~ny

new parts. Call Marc a

f'Or - Sale: 1970 SAAB 99E --=- new muffler
and shocks. NO rust. Asking $1100. Call
868-7250. 4/4
-

for sale

pre-paid ·ela11 . ad form
TO UAD Al POLI.OWi: --- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

--~----·

--------------

--------------------·- ----------

-- -

MU&T BE Pll&'PAID

PLEASE Pit.INT

Fla&T INIEanoN: 11.ot for 31 wonta or lee .... for ..a 11 w.;..alra.

EASH CQNS~unvE INS&inoN: ....
T•lepiMtM l'RIMMll alHI

dMH eauat •

Mi._..• on our part nterit one alklitinnal naa..
Allat. fftd.:

Mainliln ...... of MIC ...

OM word;

868-7484.

h,...._.........
10 RUN _

~

.....

TDlU.

Acoustic Guitar - '76 OPUS. Good condition,

excellent action, good tone. Asking $200.

Bill, Stoke 6212-1141/868-9870. 4/7
MoviJigtoCa-fffornia, must sell: overstutfed
chairs, couch.I. $20 each;,_ 9 matching pressed
. back chairs, ~12 each; oureaus, $25 each· 6
· DR chairs with needlepoint ~ats, $75 for the
set; 9 x 12 gold wool rugs, $!:6 each..;. 9 x 12
cream shag rug, $35; presto humidifi~ $50;
· 742-9529 4/11
Tl Programmable 57 Calculator Barely used.
~55. C_¥~n Rm. 232__,_~-.1~.QI~~
Rossignoi St. Comps with S555E Bindings.
Used twice. Great spring Deal at $200 or
best offer. Call 664-2162 after 6 p.m. Leave
_!Ilessage for Tim. 4/7
. _
Honda 450 1970 twin. Has been rebuilt in
good cond. $450. Datsun 510 1970 4 dr. sd.
Needs work $300. Contact Ross 659-2497.
~"'._eni~1LL___-

. Great Add1t1ons to stereo system tor sprmg!
' Pioneer CT-F2121 cassette deck, asking $125.
Pioneer SX-450 receiver going for $140. Both
in top~~----~~!!_Q~le 86!!_:9.!J.:4__Q._Q!:..~:!509 4/]_
r or Sale.: Pure bred, seai point siamese
Kittens, six weeks old, Excellent characteristics, very well mannered parents. Call
~~~:~l.!§_af_!_er ~1:J()p_l!1_, 1f11 _____ _______ _
For Sale: 2 bucket seats, black lor a Toyota'
pick-up. Good for extra seats in a van. Price
negotiable. Also an alpine designs_ Exp. Pack
with <Lexan fitlingsl excellen{ condition $30.
Call 659 ·2356_ Before 10 p.m. Keep trying .
!l!!._________ - ----- - - ·- -,------- -~
Honda CL 350 l!f72. Low milage mini cond :
60 mpg $650. Weekdays 862-:1201 Weekends
. 465 -223U'~ry 4/7 .______ _

!<'OR SALE:

PINE- SEACffESTS-AND

HOPE C'HESTS. Colonial replicas. Hand-

mad(', with dovetailing , forged hinges, hand~~t~,~~~W Neal Morgan. Wolfeooro. N.H.

si>1fJl\J~ - -11~r;:'\f:fifNCE'-Rossfo11ci1 -strato
105 skis, exc. cond. $50, BRAND NEW
::-.u10!11<111 ;:i,,.,i,, urnctrngs:i;xu 10r1g :i;i l~I. vav1s
lcnms racket 4L grip. exc. cond. Call Hollv.
862-H;o3 or 861l-9791. 4/7
•

niuflfanda 3~o ScrambTer--good condition.
$:100.00 Call 772-2040 after 4:00 p.m. weekdays or anytime weekends. Ask for Les . 4/18

!r

Speakers f<'or- Sufo-;-- c :E.I. 'towers:- ij"
woof<'rs 1 2" tweeter. Sound great. Need
summer school monev. Will sacrifice for
$100pr.orBO.CallJohn742-:l536 4/14
,
For saiC· 44oM Garrad -tLirnta-liie- ·2 riiodell.o
EP.icure speakers. Scott receiver, 30 w.p.c

~~1 li under warrcnty. $450.00 Call 964-8752

1

tsoo

1977 'GS 4ii0 St17.likC$ifoo fi1~i1; f975·
Suzuki $800 1974 750 Suzuki watercooled. You
~;~'.~ ~~; ~vAl°t it 8 Kosemary Ln. Durham.

9

Ibanez ''F'LYING Vee" E:Tectrlc-gwtai-. Red
with blk & wht trim, excellenf action 2
humhucking pick itps, Fantastic conditi~n.
best offer ask for !lick :!2'.l 1168-91lll4 4/14
Qiteen size hox 'spr°;'ng and 1!1i1tiress. -$2<1.oo
or best oflcr. Local delivery <tvailahle for
$S.OO. _Ph; 659-50884/14
.

Movirig to J\l<iska·: rnusT Sl'ii 1974l<:i\\;ii!-:'i'iki 500. Has 11,000 miles and is in ·excell''or Sale:"7!l'. Honda CL:~60 in Excellent
Wrffsllape. New sprockets: chain and_baiiery
condition . Used onlv 2 summers. Gets 60
las! season. Askmg $!J:iO or best ofler. 659MPCi. Moving need <1uick sale. $650 call Jim , 21112 4/-11
C in Km . 412 868-!J922 or 2-2281. 4/11
l
23" Eurosport 1oSpeed.-Perrect condition
Bl\1W Motorcycle Ffooi2 -t966-;-Very good-con- New last Fall. Many options included. Musi
sell. $100. Call Kalfly 868-2872. Please call
dit ion. Dependable and good looking. Asking
before 10 p.m. 4/18
$1100. Call 742-7458 Mon & Wed. 4-9 p.m·. 4/7

For Sale:_ Four month young-Phillips , belt
drive, 427 turntable with Aud. Tech. cartri~e ;
Mint condition. Asking $90 but will negotia1e.
Call P~te in 107 at 868-9789 or 2-1592. 4/11.
For Sale:- 4 monl h young Philipps 437 turntable with aud. tech cartndge. Mm condition. ·
Asking $9()-- will negotiate. too good to pass
.!m.:_ Call Pete at 868-9787 or 2-1592. 4ii1

1972 Suzuki GT75DJ. Excellentcondition
FaringL·Windshielct, -si~y Bar, Trunk, Saddle
Bags,. eg Guards, Air Horns, extra wheel
and tire, more. $1195.00 or Best Offer.
603-659-5734 after 6:00 p.m. 4/18
-

'For Sale: Honeywell Autostrobonar 882 whh
strohoeye and all other accessories. Best
offer. Call 749-2539. 4/1_1.
Kawasaki 175. Dynamic and Powerful. Good'
condition. Must sell soon. Thad Closson.
862-1288 most nights. 4/4

Sublet May 14 - Sept. l Furnished apt. in
Durham. !'i min walk to campus, large
Jrvrng room & bedroom, bath and Kitchen
Call Diana or Marion. 868-.1009 4/14

For Sale: Commercial zoning makes this
early American cape ideal Tor business.
Centrallv located in downtown Dover. Plenty
of Parking nearby. $25,900. Call 742-()()95
evenings & weekends. 4/7
La_rge Refrig . for sale, very good condition,
pnce nego. Call 659-2161, must sell now! 4/4

for rent

stiir1rlier ~i°iifl1-er:-- optToi1 --for -fa1T siiaclOl.is
sunny Apt. in NewmarkC't. Own Room SPmi-furnished_ Reasonable Rent - Call 659572:! 4/11
Ap;1rtment -m -Lee- to--sublct for summer.
On We. 4 righl off the Lee traffic Circle. Two
bedrooms. $180/mo. for 2 people. $227/mo.
for 3 people. Call 868-2960 ask for Lisa.
Lois, or Joe. 4/18.:
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David Long teaches, entertains
LONG
continued from page 4

orientated. Then there was the
radical '60s and early '70s,
remained here for 30 years. "I've followed by the now-placid '70s,''
been very happy here; I think it's he said.
"Now students are again
the type of place for my talents.
I'd never be happy teaching at career-orientated, but th9t
Harvard or some similar school. doesn't mean the fight for
I can't put out 30 books like Ar- academic freedom is over. There
thur Schlesinger. I think it's im- will always be a fight, especially
portant to realize one's talents at UNH, where the only statewide
and limitations. I'd also be newspaper (the Manchester
unhappy teaching at some small Union Leader ) is a total enemy of
backwater liberal arts college, what a university should stand
where I couldn't do the research for."
Long thinks that history is imthat I want and stagnate. ·
"But I'm happy, since I've portant in everyday life.
"The value oLhistory is not to
been here, to see UNH grow from
what some people thought was a predict the future, that's imcow college to what is now con- possible. History is the one
sidered a great university. And I discipline which is engaged in
like to think I played some part in , time travel from the past to the
present. If you can't predict the
that."
Since Long has been here he's future, you can always explain
also seen the student . bodies the present. That's the value of
- history. And intelligent planning
change.
"When I came here in the late for the future is impossible
'40s, it was the height of with out some sense of history.''
He is also busy with other purradicalism on college campuses .
Then came the repression of the . suits. Long's main interest is
'50s and McCarthyism, followed American foreign relations, perby the relatively placid late '50s taining to early naval officers,
and early '60s, when students · who were diplomats before the
were career- and marriage- transatlantic cable. Long has
written three books, one of which
was a volume of biographies on
naval figures. He also teaches exBusy April 9th? .
tension courses.
Dr. Long likes to travel, and
In the mood for a
points proudly to a world map on
home cooked meal?
a wall showing all the places he's
Come to a
traveled to. Long said that he's
been extremely lucky to be
SPAGHETTI SUPPER
awarded four Fulbright grants,

three in teaching ana one in
research. He has taught twice in
Ceylon, and once in Uganda,
where he said he thinks he might
have met Idi Amin before his rise
to power. During his 1974 research
grant to Korea, Dr. Long also
lectured in South Vietnam, Hong
Kong, Australia, and New
Zealand, along with other EastSoutheast Asia countries. He has
also traveled to numerous other
countries.
His students are appreciative
of his teaching efforts. Said
student Donald Gagnon, "Dr.
Long is one fantastic history
teacher.''
Frank O'Connor agrees, adding, "Dr. Long's class is well
worth the half-hour it takes to
commute to. He's the best history
teacher I've e'Ver had."
Dr. Long described what he
tried to get out of history teaching
and what hopes he has for the
future.
"I love dealing with the
material of history, and I'm
fascinated with human behavior
by understanding what is happening now. I get great
exhilaration
from
teaching
history, and I enjoy getting feedback from my students. ·
"I'm absolutely delighted that I
won't have to retire at 65, since I
had been looking forward to
retirement with some distaste. I
could always write, but I would
miss the classroom contact."
Many of his students would
miss that contact, also.
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ff/071.11-1
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at DELTA ZETA.

25 Madbury Rd.
4:30-6:30
$1.25
Mange!

Whitehouse OptiCians, Inc.

BEGINNERS SCUBA COURSES
In Dover· Portsmouth
BEGINS:
1. April 1u
2. Aprll 16
All equipmenl suppUed excei:. ·
mask, fins and snorkel
Call: Keith Callahan

mimE
aPR~o
Ca)1.11r,-91~

Complete
Eyeglass
Senice
prescriptions filled, duplicated
frames repaired - sunglasses -

£)a.nee dhea.tR~ WV
7l0 ·'10 IO/eau1:nt ~t
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j
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Take the UNH Kari-,·an to Dover Drug Building
6_Broadwav, Dover 742•1744
-
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·~
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- - - -·classified ads·- - - - Summer Sublet : Spacious Webster House
apartment 2 bedrooms, huge living room and
kitchen excellent Durham Location. Available June-Aug. 4 occupants $75.00 ea . Call
µerr or Kevin 868-9831. 4714
r\Partment available for summer sublet with
Call opiion. 5 miles from campus. 2 bedrooms,
living room, kitchen, w/w carpeting. Rent
negotiable, includes hot water. 868·2199.
fo Sublet - :i, bedroom apt. Lee Traffic
Circle. June thru August w/opt. for Fall.
'204/month includes heat and hot water.
Great hitching. Call 868·7387. 4/4
f\partment available to sublet May 15-Aug.31.
Webster House in Durham. One bedroom,
large living room, kitchen, bath . w / w carpet.
~heel "For more· information call 008-5137
evenings and weekends . 4/11
!Available-Summer Sublet-perfect location ir,
Durham , fqr 3 girls. 2 5edrooms 2 fire places, large porch and backyard, bay winilows, Rent Negotiable. Call 868-5864. 4/ ~
For Rent-2 bdr.1nunfurn apt-living room , kit.
bath Near Lee uaffic Circle. 192 mo. plus
elec., sec. dep.Aval. mid May Call 868-2326
afi. 4: oo 4/21
.
~

. . ··

~ummer

.

. , . _.-

--

-:-

- -~ ·

sublet 19 Main St. June • Au.@fil

~wn Bedroomrenovateci Balfroom ClrCa 189C!

~ts of windows· tropical ~radise for plants
Renf 125.00 ~r person. Call 868-2944 Ask.
[or Peter.
.
i br apt. to --sublet. Mai, ' st. New'mkii. ,
June ttiru August w/opt. or fall . Grear
(Ocation : hitctimg, K-Van, Stone Church _
Good size rooms $230/mo. incl. heat/hot
ater. Call 659·5475. 4/7
House for rent: Dover, 3BR ranch, unfurnhed all appliances, $225 Mo. & utilities,
~ 742-4835 after 6:00 p.m. 4/7
Darling .apartment in Newmarket nicely
!urnished - 2 bedrooms, bathroom, livingroom & kitchen. May 10-Sept. 2 mm. walk
rrom Kari-Van stop. Rent is reasonable ..
all for information· 659-2836. 4/7
SUMMER SUBLET: In Durham furnjshe4
ipt. 211-212, both for 190/ month includes
ill utilities. Renf negotiable. Call 868-5881,
ask for Carl in 206. 4/11
.,
Durha m , Webster Hse. Apt. for two, available to sublet May 14-Sept. 1. Includes
/w carpet heat and hot water, kitchenivingroom1 bedroom, furnishings available,
pr ivate emrance and porch. Quiet lot ., 1
min. to UNH $240/ mo. Call 868-2451. 4/11
T FOR RENT: Olde Madbury apts.
over . 2 bdrm , 1 bath, furnish~d . Wouk
'ke to sublet over the summer a nd ther
pave the lease taken over for the nex·
academic year. Call 749--2539. 4/11
~ ummer Sublet - June-Aug . corner Madbury
~ nd Garrison Aves, 5 min. walk to T-Hall,
B2fi~~~~~~~ ~ath, ~rch , yard, parking.

1
l-~- - ~
- --·-·-- -- . -ro sublet :' One bedroom apt in Durham. 5
rh.1· walk to campus. $225/mo. Heat and hot

~ater inc. Safety Deposit. Available imP-ediately. Call Maureen Every 862·1200, af,e r 4:30 868-5915. 4/4

A~rtment to Sublet $195/month inc~ heat
and hot water. 2 bedrooms on Karivan Rte in
Dover . Call Paul or Mark at 742-3266
evenings. 4/14

Summer Subl~t - 1 bdrm apt -on Main St. in
Durham. Heat and hot water included. Fur. nished. Available May 15. Rent $1S<i/month.
Call Cheryl or Terry 868-7056 4/28

services

Winnie the Pooh Nur~ery School now accepting registrations for Sept. 1978. School accreaitea by the State. In o~ration 13 years.
Qualified, experienced staff. Offers traditional, structured program combined with
individual attention and Open Concept Education. Contact Mrs. Shorey, Newmarket
659--3320 4/4

FOR RENT: Part time or energetic full
time student wanted to hell> care for boys
ages 7 and 9. Large furnished apartment
in Lee with private entrance, l>ath and
kitchen facilities plus salary. Interviewing
now for year long position. Month summer
va~~:V21.

I .nokinl! For a Great-Sum_m_e_r_J-ob_,_D_oc_k_S-q.I
Delicatessen in Kennebunkport, Me. offers
you : FuU season employment <May · Oct>
Guaranteed minimum wal!e or hPttP.r FIPxible work schedule (Positions available between 6 a .m . & Midnight> Pleasant working
conditions. Positions available for food prep- ·
aration, counter service personnel, amf shift
managers. For more information or an application contact: Gregory Plimpton Dock~ ·
Delicatessen, Box 292, Kennebunkport,Me.
or tel. between 7 and 10_ n .m . 207-985·3827

lost &foum1
LOST--Silver ·watch with blue face,
by
Racket-ball courts at field house on 3/29
between 3:00 and 4:00. Has personal value.
Reward offered up~m return. PLEASE! ! !
~ro _i~t!~~s asked . Call Cheryl 868-9824

To all our Chi-0 ple(iges-you guys are great,
-Get psyched for this weekend,-it's just the
beginning! Love, all the sisters of Chi-Omega
4/7
t

2

·-··...

personals

AiEA'ii STuDENTS: Whe~-in NEW YvtlK

.'CITY-COME FOR A HORSE-DRAWN CARRIAGE RIDE THROUGH CENTRAL PARK!
$10.00/ride <that's only $~~50 each if four
of you go!> ASK FOR GW~;~ . 4/14
Hey Hymie-Happy 21st Birthday! Looking
forward to the mystery P .D.D. Remeber to
Avoid lounge floors with tough Italian macho
men, who follow epileptic dogs .4/4

MATURE INDIVIDUAL FOR EMPLOY, MENT AT SMALL Summer Motel & Housekeeping Resort in the White Mountains..
For all those elites and socially acceptable
Responsibilities to Include Front office Re·
types, THJ<.: LAST HUH.RAH is a gala affair
"'.Cepfion and our Laundry Operation. Ideal
on the Front Lawn of Kappa "Sigma on
Candidate should be comfortable in Both
April 22nd . 3 p.m. to 11 p.m. 417
operations. Live-in Cabin Available ... Salary
Negotiable. Mid June through Labor Day.
FJB--Are you doing an imitation of Dale H.
Sena brief Reswne to SKY VALLEY MOTEL,
or is this what you've become? Had you read
Bartlett, N.H. 03812 or Phone for Appointmy letter, none of this would be happening
2 irnent. 374-2322. 4/14
now. It was all a farce, :rou are forever
"'lYI>tNG of thes~· res~es, -re~rts. cor~~~e~i~e.~~cti~t
T. thats her problem,
respondence, on IBM Correcting Selectric,
WORK IN JAPAN ! Teach English conver· ch01ce of style/pitch, by experienced busisation.
No
experience,
geg_ree,
.or
Jru>anese
ness teacher/secretary. Fast, efficient,
Happy Birthday Webster!! Love, the Con·
required . Send long, stamped self addressed
1reasonable, dependable. Call Diana Schuman
greve Pit. 4/ 4
·'
\University SeCretarial Associates, 742-4858.
e11velope for detaifs. Japan-322, 411 W. Cen·
. 14/2§
. ter, Centralia, WA 985314/28
. .
Excuse me creep! Happy "22" Birthday!
It'll be great 'cause tiaby-->.:ou ain't seen
Typing : lettersj resumes, theses. 20 . years
~MPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY. Students.-;;· nothin' yet. Just remember ' as taves mylit•
e_~m;~1.encl'.. Cal 749-2692. 4/~ - -·- ,
:. . __ . The
Biking Expedition seeks counselors to· - 1abai daug" forever and a day ! Your Pugg
lead teenage bicycle trips this summer in 1
Nose. 4/4
It's time to clean up your garden and
the U.S, and Canada. THE BIKING EX· ·
lawn. Green thumbs at your service. Call
Perry - Wipe it out on your Birthday--Have
PEDITION, P .O. Box 547, Hennjker, N.H.
.Sharon 742-3863. Gay 659·2823. 4/7
a Happy· Hutch 4/7
.
03242, 60~-428·7500. 4/11
GET BETI'ER GRADES! Let me type your
pa(lers this semester. 10 years experience
Pat· Thanks for all the hell> on our projects .
ana a degree in English at your service.
We'll miss you next year. The best of luck
50~/page (75~/pg· for theses>. Call Sue,
to you in whatever career you decide on
862-1952. 4/7
WANTED to rent for the periods of July
Your politiical science partner. 4/ 4
10-21
&
July
24-Aug
4,
~abins
or
apartments
1·fl-1NG: t.;x(lerienced typists in need· of
for families attendfug UNH summer sessions
HAPPY BIRTHDAY TED ! Even if no one
extra money . Will type papers, reports or
else remembered, I did. 4/4
Archaeological Research Services UNH ·
term papers, quickly and accurately. Only
Durham 862·2769. 4/14
$.60 per page. Call Donna or Vicki - Stoke
apartment
for
next
.
JANIE LANDRY: HAPPY BIRTHDAY to the
.,Iwo
.Jill:l§_looking
for
2-1135. 4/ 11
~eptember. -Want reasonabfe rerif, anjv,ihere"
little. kid with ·i, short legs! We hope this
m UNH area/kari-van route. If you' re
special day you a<JI1 i 1a1111own steps, crash
moving out. call Ka thy or Ginny 2-2782. 4/14
into anyone, or rip barrehs out of their
HELP! The residents of Jessie Doe Hall
- hair . Have a good one! Love--Jennifer Clil'l
UNH would a!)preciate any donations of - and Kim . 4/ 4
HELP WANTED · Phone from home to
furniture for tneir floor lounges . Please
c
=0-rr-ie_s_
ee~C~e~
le-br'a_t_
e _L_ife_!_a_new
-m
us-ica-l '
service our customers. Super earnings !
~ontact : Francine 868·9802 · 414
abo1.t the victorious life, death, and resur_ _ _ ••
Choose your own hours . 742-2022. 4/ 14
~emale wants apt. or room in Durha m , bi.:•
- - ion of Jesus. To be presented free in • ~JJ~··
Photogra~her wanted to do wedding portraits
·V
f
.Jurham Community Church Sanctuaty
call 436-7 50 after 6:00 p.m . 4/11
- ~ · ___ _
1
' ill consider one on a Kari- an route,
or
(Main SU Sunday, April 16 a t 7 p.m. 4/2~
-- ;: 1mmer and fall . Call 868-5618 4/ 14
·"'WANTED..:_ WAITRESS~' - 'W AlTERS, ·
"R·2·SQUEEZE-2-Where are you?!? Happy
rr~rrtimli-~-· white water canoe- or 16
BARTENDERS, FLOORMEN at the bro27th to you on this your cosmic birthday,
foofFuTsom Arms canoe for ar:rrooc 1\lfanthers 4. Call 1-889-8671 for appointment. 4/28
from "The Galactic Space Woman ". <P .S.sfield Canoe. Call David Anderson 410 HubThanks for the many memories< Remembard 2-1757 4/7
._. Wanted: Temp. HeJp to paint Conduit for
ber R-2: the force is within you . 4/7
new Electricaf system on campus . Minimum
of 4 hours daily. Experience preferred. ApSGRUNT! SCRUNT! Bong-off, peel your ba•HELP! Apt. Wanted for 3-4 in Durham
ply: Bick-Com Corp. 2nd floor, service Bldg.
area for fall semester. Willing to take over
nana, and wet your unyonies but have a
·
or call 868-5941 4/14
lease in summer, if necessary. Call Sophie . HappyB-DayTed! 4/4
__a_tJ!681725

SOffoiHa"-rd co'ntact lens fitting available at-

a sensible fee structure. Contac1 Dr. Edward
Godnig, Optometrist. 431-4088 4/4
Professional Moving and Storage services.'
Courteous free esllmate at your convenience. Call Matt in 320 Ruddleston at 2.-2299
...or ~96l!O- Qr call Paul Knight in Concord
., at 225·5422.'4/lll
-

wanted

help wanted

Ha.£pitre1af'ed 21st. -l!:l2_&"s ~o Gayfe and
Monl1 To the best roomies ever, get-um
the Ol' Kazus and 'gansett. Get psyched
for the 7th and more great times together.
Love, J .I. and K.C. 4/4
Do _you have a Bitch? Come bitch at the
Student Body President, Vice-Presidents, and
student caucus. About: Triples Grade Inflation, Housing Priority, ANYTHING. Wed.
April 5, 11:00-4:00 Commuter lounge 4/4
Nancy, Happy 21st Birthday. Get psyched
to party tomorrow ni~ht ! Sorry we weren 't
abfe to schedule a raid this time! Be prepaired to be carried home . Love, Laura &
Gail. 4/4
Dear Don--I hope you have the happiest
Birthday Ever . lt 's someone like xou that
gives special meaining to the word' Friend"
Lots ofLove Dana 4/4
•.
lla ppv Bir1hdav J .D.J .B. Your B.S. is being

~1;:i'~\~~y 4 ~rs cuii1 laudc. ~~e~r: t~e-~~-ty:
Take what vou need · to make Each Dav
swe<'I. but ttien just lik<' the grai ns or wheal
11 hl•n it ·s over, vou got In throw.ii lo the fans
.~f !!}~_~inqmjll . ~~di~ ~,;Z. ¥'7. _ _ _ _
National Gay Blm' .Jeans Da\· - April 14 . All
those .supportive of gav i:;sues will wear blue
j<'ans on this dav. DISCO - April 11. MUB
P~IB. spo1!sorrd hy Conc.erned Gays. 4/ 18

A11 cntion All l'cnpl<• who ~H i ll havrn 't pa id
1heir money trom the danc<'-a thon Tur s 4/ 4
1s the last cfo~ for a ny prizt•s . Atfrr tha t all
money should lw Sl·nt to t lw Kidne\ Foun·
da tion ( 'oneord N.ll . -t/4
EUROPE-Less than 1.1! E~onomy- - Fare
Guaranteed Reservations. Call toll free 800~~~~~s~~}'= your travel agent UniTravel

"'W~nt to spend thi~ . summer sailing th~
Caribbean? The pacific? Europe? Crtiising
other parts of the world aboard sailing or
powe~ yachts~ Boat owners need crews !"For
free mformahon, send a 13 cent stamp to
SKOKO, Bos 20855, Houston , Texas 77025"
4/4
ATTb:NTION a ll ga v student s. facultv-; iM•
sti1 ff- Frida v, AJ>ril° 14 is Nat ion Ga,· Blue .
· J e<illS Da v ~ WC'ar vour denim and show
yo ur µ,,ride. 4/ H
·
To the new "Hey Chief. " Best of luck. We
know thing are going to work out. Give 'em
hell. Thanks. Gin
.-- ·
Cele brate N-;LJonal -Lib;a;y· Week 1Ap-;.jj2Take a librarian out for a drink . 417

8 1.

~

-

--

-

~ - ~--

-

-

To the goggle creature, fake a walk on the
wild sicfe. Watch out for big- noses and other
~ually hazardous thinl?S. See you at Brandos. The True Redheadr4/4
__ _ .
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•
comics

__by Bob Finegold

On Campus
WttE~E·~ MV HOS.1'£~~
GO PC A l<EZ

student

THAT'S IT!

HE'S TAKEM
OUR
11

Foreign

f~ll>E.

ov~ <.LoTM'!.,
Ou~ Wol'\6N 1
?,uT TAKIN~

speaks

fH"IAl"l'~ tto~T·

ES!. (.UflAKE
IS Golt.JC,
TOO FAR J~

by -Debbie
Blood
-"'-- -...
.....

Our Better 8_id~

---~~- ···· -

~-

~

..... . :-

·.- .................,,;~ -.··

.

by Garry Trudeau

DOONESBURY
Oii, f<J6HT, 7H&
WASHIN670N
"POST." GOOO

7HF3

uposr.

/JRJfT HAve YOU PEfP/.£
YOIJ OVB<!1IPEIAJ 7HE
GOV/3RNM/3NT, ANYWAY?\

PAPE:R, THAT.

11

!JCT YOU 6(}YS
MISS "!He llCCK.
OUTOF711&

813cN UP 70 SINCE

\

7Rf(J:S'll!R1 HUH?
\

by Jeff Millar & Bill Hinds

ASVARAKSH
continued from page 3
to her. I'm afraid she will brush
me off where an American guy
could probably move in easily. I
guess I'm afraid of getting hurt. · ·
"I am not.a typical Thai," he
- laughed. "My father went to
school in England and was more
English tlJ,an Thai. Though . my
mother is a traditional Thai we
still had afternoon tea and ate
bacon and eggs in the morning
rather than rice.
''Even my name Eddie reflects
the English influence in my life,''
he said grinning. "One of my
father's
English
friends
nicknamed me Eddie when I was
born. The name has stuck."
Coming to the States was not a
difficult
adjustment " for
Asvaraksh because, as he
describes himself, he is "adaptable."
"I always wanted to come to
America so I applied to Gould
Academy (a prep school in
Bethel, Maine) after interviewing in Hong Kong with a
representative from the school,"
he said. "I loved it there (at
Gould), for I knew where I stood.
It was small, which made it easy
to know people and for people to
know me. I knew who was my
enemy, who liked me, who I wanted to stay away from and who I
liked.
"Here at UNH I have to guess
all the time where_I stand with
people because it is such a large
community and I don't know as
many people," he said. "I adapted easily but I feel more uncomfortable here than anywhere else
I've been."
•
Interrupting the conversation
to yell hello in Thai to the other
Thai student living in I-House,
Asvaraksh paused and ·reflected
a moment before he spoke. "For
the first time I really have to
make the first move to get out
and meetpeople," he said. "I'm_
not used t<>-it so it is difficult."
Asvaraksh plans to stay at
UNH for another year, hoping to
spend his 'last two years at a
school in California. Grinning he
said, "I've always heard so much
about California, I have to see
it."

collegiate
.
7

38

42
45
49
< -

53
55

8

9

10

1

2

cros~word
~

42
43
l Roller-coaster ride 44
sound
45
7 Fundamentals
46
13 Feeling of failure 47
· 49
"""'"'-.--..,_---. ' 15 Hogan's rank
16 Resort or car
51
17 Straighten ag_ain
53
18 Wrong
54
l---+--+---,+--4-19 Old-English letter 55
21 Lao-22 State 56
23 Well-known club
24 Public disturbance
25 Before
26 "Sto~pin' at the
1
~
2
27 Bartletts
3
28 Wa-s ambitious
4
30 Gives out cards
5
31 Breakfast dish
6
32 Baseba 11 ha 11-offamer, Frick
7
33 Treeless plain
8
35 Revives (2 wds.)
9
r---+--+---+--t----1-38 Part of MTM
10
39 Openings
40 World War II agency 11
ACROSS

"It's-!"
Stuck in mud
Tease
Part of NNP
Wrestling holds
Pertaining to birth
Hydrogen, for one
Testimonial ,
Vehement speeches
Obtains
Proceed fn a
gliding manner
Hate
DOWN

Predicament
Imagi~ary monster
Gorges
Sponsorship '(var.)
Greek Mars
"Bei Bist Du
Schoen"
Dutch Africans
Rob Petrie's boss
Mr. Hurok
Sign very
quickly
Bleeps
~

ANSWERS, page6

12 Makes drivin!j
dangerous
14 Original inhabitants
15 Chum
20 Juvenile delinquent
23 "Key - "
24 Studies
26 Actress Hasso
27 Fathers, in France
29 Arctic explorer
30 Like St. Peter's
32 Wooded areas
33 Flowering plant
34 Pillagers
35 Irish city
36 Severe pain
37 Pain relievers
38 Valuable French
paintings
39 Ancient Britishers
41 -Most competent
43 Bank inventory
46 Mother of Clytemnestra
47 French resort
48 Touch on
50 ~-jongg
52 Famous Barber

Long
range
plans
for
Asvaraksh include graduate
school in Europe followed by a
job with an international hoteL
"My big dream is to manage a
hotel in Hawaii," he said.
"Hawaii is still America, the land
of opportunity, but it is also
Oriental. Though I've spent much
of my life with English speaking
people I have a much stronger affinity towards the Thai people."
Asvaraksh said his interest in
hotel management grew from his
experience working as a receptionist in· Ching Mai, the northern
capital of Thailand, two summers
ago.
·
"I love to be involved with
people," he said. "I was
fascinat~d watching foreigners
walk inte the hotel knowing
nothing of the cultur~ or country
of Thailand. I loved making them
happy by simply asking if they
needed help, recommending
places to see, or asking 'how are
you?'. I really like helping and I
can do that through hotel work."
Asvaraksh looked across the
room to sey1eral foreign students
watching tne"-~ary Tyler Moore
Show on telev1s1on.
"To get back to UNH," he said.
"You know what would help mix
Americans and foreigners? If
more Americans moved into !House the situation would improve tremendously. Americans
would bring their American
friends in and the foreign students could mingle with them on
relaxed terms. It's hard for us to
make the first move since we are
a minority of students and re-gar.ded as ~ifferent."
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Gymnasts gain national respect
@YMNASTICS
continued from page 20

bars.
"It was a stupid mistake," said
Sutton. " I'd been having some
problems with my mount on bars,
and I had just gotten it down this
week. I think I was a little overanxious.''
Another mishap befell the
Wildcats when Denise Walker
lost her balance on the beam.
Walker got back up and continued her performance without
any (!th er ~.aio!" _ful_w.§ _but . she.
received only an 8.1 for her efforts
The consensus amo·ng Hfam
members was that Walker had
been underscored.
Ann Votava, Michelle Baker
Linda Schneid.e r, and Karin Arneberg aff gave solid performances
but generally were scored lower
than their expectations.
The day was not without its
highlights, though. Notable
1

moments included Walker's and .
''This year was ha.rd, and if I
Arneberg's floor exercise perrndn't gone to Nationals, I
formances , which drew some
irobably would say that I
favorable reaction from the -vouldn't compete next year.
otherwise silent crowd of about Right now I think I am going to
1000. .
:.:ome back. " Schneider said that
Now the season is over for the · she didn't want people to think
Wildcats . From ·the ear1y- ;he was feeling sorry for herself
September workouts, through the because she was no longer the top
winter and a victory over power- seed. She said she liked having
ful Michigan State, the apparent better gymnasts in the gym this
resignation of a coach and then to · year, and would enjoy the same
the finals, UNH has established · situation next year.
itself as the number 15 women's
"But it depends on who's going
·gymnastics team in the nation to be our coach and how we're
and a national power.
going to be coached. I want a
coach who's going to drive us,
As for next year, most of the Who's
going to be organized, and
team members will definitely
who
is
going to know what we
return. Michelle Baker will be have to do."
back, but not before she faces the
Sutton, Arneberg, and Votava
knife to repair torn ligaments in have
all indicated that they will
, her ankle.
definitely be in Durham to com"I'm going 1.0 see my doctor pete next season. That means
next week, and then we'll decide that UNH will be returning all but
. when to do it. It will probably he one of the members of this year's
after school."
number 15 team.
_ As for Linda Schneider, it
The glaring exception will be
depends on the circumstances.
the absence of Denise Walker.

>< I
UNH gymnast Edie Sutton shows perfect body control on the
balance beam during the Nationals in Seattle. The Wildcats
finished 15th in the country. (Jack Edwards photo)

Trackwoinen lose opener
The UNH women's track team lost its first-ever spring meet
yesterday to UMass, 90-35.
The Wildcats' Hildy Feurback captured the 100 and 220-yard
races, the only first-place finishes for UNH.
"It was a question of UMass having more personnel," said UNH
coach Jean Roberts. "For the first time running in competition, I
think our girls did very well."
-

Evans nained MVP

~ m, t
All eyes are riveted o._ the flight of the baseball. which rocketed over the left field fence from
the bat of UNH co-captain Steve Wholley during the first game of an exhibition doubleheader
at Bridgewater Saturday. (Art Illman photo)

UNH senior goaltender Mark Evans captured two awards, including Most Valuable Player, at Saturday's Wildcat hockey
banquet.
Forward Bob Gould was named captain of the 1978-79 squad.
Evans also shared Most Improved Player honors with

UNH nine ready for
Thursday's opener

sophomore defenseman Sean Coady.

Other award winners were Gary Burns (unsung hero ), Terry
Flanagan (the Warren Brown Award, to the best-left winger), and
Jon Fontas (most exciting player).

Cochrane quits ski post

BASEBALL
continued from page 20
t~at happen again, especially
smce the Cats play 25 games in 26
days.
''We've got a lot of young guys-myself and Mike Belzil ar£: the
only seniors on the team,'' said
Wholley. "We've done a lot of
hard work and I think it will pay
off. The attitude is great on the
team so far.''

Marilyn Cochrane has resigned her position as UNH women's ski
coach, according to women's athletic director G::iil Ris:rs:t!P.ston"'
Bigglestone said Cochrane's forthcoming marriage was the
reason for her resignation.
Cochrane, who became coach this fall, led her team to an eighth
place finish in the nationals last month.
The search for Cochrane's replacement will begin immediately
said Bigglestone.

Women's spring schedules

Softball
Date

Apr.

Opponent

6

11
14
16

19
25

27
29

May 2427

(cat stats/
Lacrosse

Time

Li-Lowell
3:00
FITCHBURG
2:30
STATE
Doubleheader
Bridgewater
3:30
Li-Massachusetts
1 :00
Doubleheader
KEENE STATE
3:30
PLVMOUTH STATE
3:30
Central
3:00
Connecticut
Doubleheader
U-Maine,
1 :00
Gorham
Doubleheader
EAIAW Regionals
TBA
AIAW Nationals, Li-Nebraska,
Omaha

Date

Opponent

Apr. 13

Time

20
25

Springfield
BOWDOIN
Bridgewater
TUFTS
Northeastern

27

HARVARD

29

Li-Massachusetts
11 :00
BATES
3:30
DARTMOUTH
3:30
New England Colleges Women's
Lacrosse Tournament at
Bridgewater

15

18

May
2
6-7

3:30
11 :00
3:30
3:.3 0
3:30

3:30

Conner said he still isn't sure
what his starting lineup, will be,
but said Wholley will pitch the
first game Thursday and
sophomore Charlie Jones, who
has been impressive in the preseason, will start the second
game.
The Cats split their two games
wi_t~~pringfield last year.

"They (the Chiefs) are a Division II team that could easily be a
Division I team,'' said Conner.
"They've got a lot of good kids
back. They're always a good
team."

Coach Ted Conner

Softhallers debate
•
opening
day lineup
SOFTBALL
continued from page 20

from a knee injury, "and. i1-she
isn't 100 per cent , she won't
play."
At third base, Milos cites "the
nicest surprise this year," freshman Laurie Lagasse. "She has an
uncanny glove. She doesn 't make
errors." Lagasse, who is also
quite fast, will probably be the
lead-off batter.
Junior Colleen Bean, "who's
been fielding better than I've
ever seen her," according to her

coach , will handle second base.
Sophomore Patti Bohner wilJ be
at shortstop.
"It's close at first base," Milos
said. Either junior-Sue Duffy or
freshman Patty Foster will start
at first base on Thursday. Duffy
played first last year, but wasn't
a strong batter. Foster has had
little experience at first base <she
played second at Dover High ),
but can bat well .
If the weather cooperates and
the field is in playable condition,
UNH will open its home season
next Tuesday , April 11 with a
doubleheader against Fitchburg
State.

-
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At Seattle, Wash.

Cats finish 15th natiQnally
By Jack Edwards
The UNH women's gymnastic
team finished fifteenth out of sixteen teams at the AIAW National
meet held in Seattle last
weekend.
The Wildcats did not have their
day of days in the competition,
scoring only 131.35' points. UNH's
best performance of the season
was a 138.0 in a dual meet victory
over Michigan State.
·
- Penn State won the AIA W title
by scoring 147.7 points. The Nittany Lions were led by
sophomore. Ann Carr~ who
became the first woman to win
the all-around individual title two
consecutive years. Carr won iff
dividual championships in the
·-uneven parallel bars, balance
beam, and floor exercise competitions, and placed fourth in the
vaulting, an event won by
Olympian Kolleen Casey of
Southwest Missouri.
Freshman Denise Walker led
UNH in scoring as she has all
season long. Walker had an allaround score of 35.2 points, ineluding a 9.2 in vaulting and a 9.25
in the floor exercise. With that
9.25, Walker qualified for the individual finals, where she
finished ninth.
There was a lot of controversy
over the scoring. Cal State
Fullerton protested the judging of
the meet. They claimed that
Karilyn Burdick, one of its better
gymnasts, had been underscored
on her beam routine. However,
the protest was not recognized.
As Michigan State gymnast Pam
Steckroat said, "Do you think
Fullerton would have protested

Burdick's score if they had come,
out on top?"
UNH was in the first rotation of
teams, and assistant coach Terry
Skahan felt that the early performance hurt the team's tally.
"The score was low, but that's
always going to happen with the
first rotation. The judges have to
have a base. for the rest of the
teams, and the first rotation is
always the base."
Skahan-was the interim coach
in the absence of Lou Datilio, who
told The New Hampshire two
weeks ago that he had turned in
his resignation. Since that time,
the Women's Athletic Depart· ,
ment has maintainea a·- '.'no
comment" policy.
·
Women's Athletic Director Gail
Bigglestone said Datilio was not
at the nationals "for personal
reasons." When asked for more
information about the coaching
situation, Bigglestone said, "It's.
a personnel matter that I'm not
at liberty to comment about at
this time."
Bigglestone indicated that she
hoped to be able to comment on
the subject by ~ummertime.
Another contributing factor to.
_UNH'~_low_ score, _~~cording to:

the

Walker leaving UNH .

Denise Walker, a freshman who almost singlehandedly transSkahan, is that United States
formed the Wildcat· gymnastics team into a national power,
Gymnastics Federation <USGF)"
will not return to UNH next year.
rules were used for the nationar
. "I'm not ..coming 6a-ck next year," Walker said' Sunday. "i
meet. UNH has been competing
under a different set of guidelines
have made other commitments."
since the beginning of the season.
Walker would not say what those commitments were, but
UNH Women's Athletic Director Gail Bigglestone said Walker
USGF rules take risk into ac·
count in the judging of a routine.
. is gett~n_g married. _
Thus, a good job . on a risky
There had been ..reports of discontent with the"coaching of Lou
routine will often merit a higher
Datilio, who told the New Hampshire two weeks ago that he
score than a near-perfP.rt iob on a:
had resigned. Datilio did not make the trip to Seattle last
low-risk routine. Skahan said:
weekend, where UNH placed fifteenth at the AIA W Nationals.
UNH found out tliat USGF rules
-- l u.1 probabfy JUi:l( going fo. go home <to Lowen, MassJi
would be used only two weeks
and finish school there and teach others gymnastics,'' Walker
ago.
said.
. _ .
.
·
"And you can't change girls'
Walker said she is planning to open a gym in Massachusetts
routines in two weeks," said
and would perform in exhibitions, but will not be competitive.
Skahan.
"UNH has helped me a lot," said Walker. "It has giveq
The information that USGF
' me a lot of exposure and I've made a lot of friends.''
rules were to be used had been
available since the beginning of
the season, but the team was not
informed of this while Datilio was
coach.
But even with the misinformation about the USGF rules and
the early rotation, UNH did not
carry out its routines as it had for
most of the season.
Freshman Edie Sutton fell
shortly after she began her
_routine on the uneven parallel.
·
GYMNASTICS, page 19
1

. ··

sports
scene

Superstar gymnast Denise Walker, shown here striking a
stoic pose after a dismount at the AIAW Nationals in Seattle,
said she will leave UNH after this year. (Jack Edwards photo)

UNH sophomore outfielder Eric Fraser dives back to first base during the Wildcats' exhibition
victory over Bridgewater Saturday. The Cats host Springfield in the season opener Thursday.
<Art Illman photo)
.

By-Nancy Maculiewicz
A snowy infield seems to be the
only major problem confronting
the UNH softball team as it prepares for its season opener this
week.
· Despite a couple of knee in• juries and some pitching
problems, especially in the questions, coach Laurel Milos
second game, and the pitchers has high expectations of her
were victimized several times by team. "We should be an excellent
poor play behind them.
defensive team,'' said Milos,
Most people feel the beginning "and we'll be more than
of the season will be important adequate offensivelv."
for the Cats.
1ntheir first varsity season last
"If we start losing, the team year, the Wildcats racked up an
will get down," said Wholley. 8-2 record, and "should have been
"It's a good feeling when you . in the Regionals," according to
start to win right off the bat. I Milos. "But as a result of last
think these first six games will year, we'r~ an established team .
tell a lot."
.
We have all the talent to be one of
UNH hosts Rhode Island Satur- those teams at Regionals."
day and Boston College Sunday in
On Thursday, the team will try
doubleheaders .
to take the first step in that direc"The beginning will be very tion when it travels to Lowell
important," said Conner, "but it State. Last year, UNH topped
won't mean the end of the season. Lowell, 13-8.
We have to watch our
The probable starting pitcher '
mistakes."
will be last year's leading hurler, .
Last year, UNH started off sophomore Diane Delisle. Milos
poorly with a 1-5 mark, but said, "Last year, Diane had
rebounded in the second half of problems with control. She was
the season to finish at 14-20-1. either the hero or the goat of the
Two years ago, the team lost its game. It was tough on her as a
·
first 12 games in a row. Wholley freshman.''
said he is determined not to let
From what she has seen from
indoor practice, Milos thinks
Delisle has gained contr<;>l. In adBASEBALL, page 19

· Baseball home opener Thursday
{weather permitting, of course)

-

By Paul Keegan
Conner. "We looked a little shaky
Right now the biggest variable in the second game, though."
for the 1978 UNH baseball team is
An impressive performance
not pitching, hitting curve balls was turned in by senior coor lhe ·double cut-off play on long captain Steve Wholley, who hit a
fly balls to right field--it's the tremendous first inning home run
'veather.
in the first game and doubled into
The recent chilly temperatures a left field snowbank later on. He
have brought a frost and mud to ,also pitched a perfect inning -in
Brackett Field. The climate in the second game.
the next couple of days will play a
"We've been mside since Feb. 6
big part in determining the fate of and I just couldn't wait to get outWildcats' season opener at home side." said Wholley. "I thought
on Thursday against Springfield we ~wung the bat well all day ."
College.
Terry Williams hit the longest
The Cats finally got outside on ball of t~e day, a towering grand
a legitimate field (they practiced slam home run to center field,
on the upper lacrosse field two one of his three hits and five RBI
days last week) on Saturday, on .. the day. Co-captain Mike
when they split an exhibition Belzil also had three hits and
doubleheader at Bridgewater scored three times, and third
State College.
baseman Glen Heath rattled the
UNH looked good for a team chimney of a house far beyond
that has been practicing inside the right-center field fence for a
for all but two days. The Wildcats solo homer.
outslugged the Bears, 12-7 in the
"Conner said, "all the pitchers
first game, then dropped the did well," but the team "can't
nightcap, 5-2.
make the same mistakes Thur"Everybody got a hit except sday and expect to win."
one person," said.UNH coach Ted
The Wildcats had defensive

UNH softhallers open
sophomore season
1

dition to her pitching success last ·
season, Delisle was second on the
squad in hitting ( .444).
At the other end of the battery
will be sophomore Mary Ellen
Smith, "the catcher who made
Diane Delisle look good on days
when she wasn't," said Milos.
Smith has been bothered by an
undiagnosed knee problem, but
should be able to play in the
opener. Smith, the leading hitter
last season at .521, co-captains
this year's team along with junior
rightfielder Gail White, last
season's RBileader.
Also sharing pitching duties
with Delisle will be two freshmen, Terry Roberts, "our most
consistent pitcher," and Brenda
Whitmore, -''an ex;cellent_ base
runner," according to Milos.
Perhaps
the
Wildcats'
strongest-- unit is in the outfield.
"Not much will get by our outfield," said Milos, "and what
does fall out there will only be
single base hits." From left to
right, the outfielders are freshman
Terry
Birmingham,
sophomore Kim Ashton, and
White.
Birmingham, wb<Y has impressed Milos as "a most complete player, polished in every aspect of ~he game,". is recoverjng
SOFTBALL, page 19

